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ABSTRACT
In the work reported in this thesis we have used hydrostatic pressure to
investigate the band structure related loss mechanisms of light-emitting 
diodes and strained and unstrained long wavelength laser diodes.
In long-wavelength lasers there is an inherent temperature sensitivity 
problem which is attributed to two intrinsic temperature sensitive loss 
mechanisms, intervalence band absorption and Auger recombination. We have
studied lattice-matched InGaAs active region multiple quantum well (MQW)
laser diodes. We found that the reduction in the dimensionality of the 
electron gas does not affect the temperature sensitivity, contrary to initial
predictions. We changed the barrier material to improve the conduction and
valence band offsets and this was found to have no effect on the laser
characteristics, indicating that the loss processes occur solely in the
active region of the device. From the modelling of the laser characteristics
of the devices we found that the loss mechanisms have similar values to those 
found in bulk material.
We then looked at the incorporation of strain in the active region. The
inclusion of strain, together with quantum confinement, can alter the valence 
band structure of a device and improve the laser characteristics. We
investigated 1.8% compressively strained layer MQW lasers and found the
external differential efficiency to be pressure independent. We compared the
results with 1.55jLim bulk lasers and concluded that strain had eliminated one
of the loss mechanisms intervalence band absorption. The modelling of the
device characteristics confirmed that intervalence band absorption was
removed and that the Auger loss is also reduced in a strained-layer laser.
Following the above evidence we investigated theoretically laser
operation in the InAs Sb P material system lattice matched to InAs at aX y 1-x-y
wavelength of 2.55]J.m. This is important since fluoride fibres are predicted 
to have their minimum absorption loss at this wavelength, and that it is an 
order of magnitude smaller than in the best silica fibres. We calculated the 
intervalence band absorption and Auger loss in this material system as a
function of lasing wavelength. We modelled the laser characteristics of bulk 
double heterostructure lasers as a function of temperature and found that
room temperature operation at the desired lasing wavelength could not be
achieved. We concluded that strain would be advantageous in longer 
wavelength lasers.
We have also looked at the role of higher lying satellite conduction band 
minima as a band structure loss. In Al^Ga  ^^As light emitting diodes we find
that the operating efficiency decreases as we increase the aluminum content. 
This is associated with the material becoming indirect as x increases. We 
have measured the differential efficiency of AlGaAs LEDs of varying
compositions and as a function of hydrostatic pressure. We observed a
dramatic decrease in the efficiency for compositions near the F-X crossover.
We have modelled this and found that carriers are transferred to the X and L 
valleys as the pressure increases, which in turn reduces the efficiency.
This shows the importance the satellite valleys can play in affecting the
characteristics of short wavelength devices.
From the above study we can conclude that the band structure plays an
important role in determining the operating characteristics of devices and 
that the inclusion of strain in the active region of semiconductor laser
diodes has a significant role to play.
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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION.
In recent years with the advent of monolayer control of the growth of 
materials, epitaxial layers of extremely high quality on the scale of the de 
Broglie wavelength of the electrons can now be grown which allow basic 
physical ideas to be tested.
In thin epilayers quantum size effects are now observed. With this 
modification of the electron gas and with the recent introduction of lattice
mis-matched systems we can radically alter the fundamental electronic
properties of materials and the operation of devices.
In semiconductor lasers the above phenomena have been predicted to improve 
laser device characteristics, and especially in long wavelength lasers to
reduce the inherent temperature sensitivity of the devices.
We have studied the intrinsic loss mechanisms associated with the
temperature sensitivity problem in long-wavelength strained and unstrained 
multiple quantum well laser diodes. We used hydrostatic pressure as a tool
to alter the band structure of the materials in the lasers and hence to
determine how the intrinsic loss mechanisms were affected by quantum 
confinement and by strain.
By studying long wavelength InGaAs laser diodes lattice-matched to InP 
substrates, we found that the reduction in dimensionality of the electron gas 
did not significantly alter the absolute magnitude of the intrinsic losses
and that the temperature sensitivity was unaffected. This is contrary to
initial predictions [1.1]. Increasing the conduction and valence band 
discontinuities by changing the barrier material did not affect the pressure
dependence of the device characteristics implying that the loss occurred
solely in the active region of the device.
When compressive strain was introduced into the active region of the laser 
diode, the change in valence band structure reduced the magnitude of the
intrinsic loss mechanisms. We found that the external differential
efficiency became pressure independent and the change in threshold current
was reduced. We concluded from this that intervalence band absorption had
been eliminated by the incorporation of strain and that the Auger 
recombination had been reduced. Using a simple effective mass theory model 
we obtained good agreement with the experimental variations supporting our
conclusions.
We then proceeded to find whether laser oscillation could occur at a 
wavelength of 2.55jim in the InAsSbP material system lattice matched to InAs 
substrates. This is important because fluoride fibres are predicted to have
a minimum loss at this wavelength and for it to be an order of magnitude less
than in the best silica fibres. We concentrated on bulk laser diodes and
found that room temperature operation at the desired wavelength was not
possible. From this study we concluded that strain, together with quantum 
confinement, should be used to design a laser for operation at this
wavelength.
Finally we considered loss to higher lying satellite conduction band 
minima. In Al^Ga  ^^As light emitting diodes the external efficiency 
decreases with increasing aluminum content. Using hydrostatic pressure we 
confirmed that, as the F-X, F-L separation decreases carriers are transferred
to the satellite minima significantly reducing the external efficiency.
We shall now proceed to give a brief introduction to the field of 
optical communication, concentrating mainly on semiconductor lasers and the
problems associated with long wavelength communication.
Background.
The aim of optical communication is to transmit information from one place
to another as economically and cheaply as possible, at high speeds and with, 
the minimum of maintenance to systems and networks.
Presently, all forms of optical communication systems are based around
silica fibre technology as this is the oldest and most refined system to
date. Because of this, optical transmitter and receiver components have been
developed taking into account the basic material properties of silica and 
research has therefore concentrated mainly on alleviating and removing 
problems associated with it.
In silica fibres, the transmission loss and degradation of an optical
signal are due to four effects: modal dispersion, modal absorption,
linear-linear scattering and non-linear scattering. For the case of long
distance optical communication the two largest problems are modal dispersion
and modal absorption. Both these effects depend on the operating wavelength
of the optical source and the material properties of silica. A typical
absorption spectrum is shown in figure (1.1.1.). We can see from this that
as we go to longer wavelengths the scattering loss decreases. This loss is
1
due to Rayleigh scattering, which is proportional to ^4 and therefore we 
see that it is advantageous to operate at as long a wavelength as possible 
when transmitting information over long distances to minimise the scattering
loss and hence the number of repeater stations required.
Unfortunately, in silica fibres there are also peaks in the absorption 
spectrum which are due to the water content of the material. These peaks
correspond to absorption by the polar hydroxyl bond (OH) in water at a 
wavelength of 2.74jj,m and its harmonics of 1.38|Lim, 0.95|im and 0.72|am. We
therefore find that in silica fibres the optimum wavelengths for optical 
sources to operate at are 1.3jj,m and 1.55]Lim as shown in figure (1.1.1). These 
are the wavelengths at which minimum dispersion and loss minimum occur
respectively.
We now have to consider what can be used as the optical source and the
materials systems available. In the next section we shall outline the
development of the semiconductor laser as a source in optical communication
and the problems associated with operation at the desired wavelengths of 
1.3|am and 1.55|im.
1 .1  Semiconductor lasers and the T o  problem.
Semiconductor lasers are one of the main candidates for long haul optical 
communication as transmitters or optical pumps for erbium doped fibres, 
because of their size, efficiency, reliability, high output powers and 
ability of the optical signal to be directly modulated by the drive current.
In 1961 Bernard and Douraffourg predicted that laser oscillation could
occur in direct gap III-V semiconductors. After this the first homostructure 
lasers based on simple p-n junction diodes were fabricated. These
successfully operated only at low temperatures. With the advent of the 
heterostructure laser, where the active region, or light emitting region, is 
sandwiched between a material of larger band gap, electrical and optical
confinement was introduced. In 1967 the first heterostructure laser based on 
the Al^Ga^^As material system operated successfully at room temperature.
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figure (1,1.1) The variation of attenuation in Silica fibres as a function of 
wavelength. The minimum loss and minimum dispersion wavelength are indicated 
by the arrows.
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figure (1,1,2) The variation of T o  value as a function of emission wavelength 
(taken from ’GalnAsP Alloy Semiconductors’, edited by T.P.Pearsall 1982).
With improvements in material quality and optimisation of the structure 
and design of the laser, reasonable threshold current densities 
(1-2 kAmps/cm^) and relatively temperature insensitive laser diodes soon 
became available. An example of this is the buried heterostructure laser
where the thin active region (0.1-0.3 |im) and stripe geometry meant operation
was achieved with reasonable drive currents and minimum heating effects.
As fibre manufacturing processes advanced and quality improved,
attenuation in silica fibres was greatly reduced. At 1.3|im and 1.55jim 
wavelengths modal dispersion and absorption are significantly less than at 
the wavelength of 0.85jj.m at which Al^Ga  ^^As/GaAs lasers operate. This
provoked interest in the growth of lasers which could operate at these longer
wavelengths.
The material system In, Ga As P can be lattice matched to InPl-x X y 1-y
substrates (y = 2.2x) and the band gap is variable over the entire wavelength
range 1.1 - 1.65 |im. The first InGaAsP/InP lasers were grown in the late
1970’s using the liquid phase epitaxy technique. These devices were found to 
have similar characteristics to the conventional A1 Ga As laser diodesX l-x
below 250 Kelvin, but above this temperature their threshold current was 
found to increase much more rapidly. The threshold current variation was
found to be fairly well represented by the exponential function:
where T o is a constant over a certain temperature range and characterises the 
temperature sensitivity of the threshold current of the laser diode. The
typical value of T o at room temperature for InGaAsP/InP lasers is 50 K 
compared to 150 K for AlGaAs/GaAs laser diodes. From this we can see
therefore that for continuous wave (CW) operation extremely good heat sinking 
is required for InGaAsP/InP lasers to stabilise the threshold current and to 
prevent thermal runaway. Normally, InGaAsP/InP laser diodes are bonded to 
diamond which is used as the heat sink instead of copper blocks as in the
case of AlGaAs/GaAs lasers. This increases their commercial expense.
As the material quality of InGaAsP/InP lasers improved, it was found
that the characteristic temperature (T o ) did not alter significantly and was 
typically still around 50 K. Relative values of the characteristic
temperature at room temperature for various bulk lasers as a function of
emission wavelength are shown in figure (1.1.2.). We can see that this,
together with the relative consistency of the threshold current 
density per pm as shown in figure (1.1.3.), implied that the temperature
sensitivity was intrinsic to the material system [1.2].
To understand the cause of this temperature sensitivity the laser
characteristics were studied as a function of temperature; threshold current,
external efficiency, doping concentration and structure. From this, three
main proposals arose to account for the relatively low room temperature T o
values.
Yano et al [1.3] proposed that thermal leakage of carriers from the
active region of the device was the cause of the low room temperature To
values, similar to that initially found in AlGaAs/GaAs laser diodes. This
argument initially seemed reasonable because in the InGaAsP laser diodes the 
potential barrier height between the active and cladding layers and the
electron effective mass are smaller than in the AlGaAs/GaAs lasers. The 
electron can then be lost either by drift or diffusion to the cladding
layers. Yano found that the low room temperature T o could be fully accounted 
for by this loss mechanism and produced results which closely matched the
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figure (1.1.3) The variation of threshold current density as a function of 
emission wavelength, showing the relative consistency of (Taken from
’GalnAsP Alloy Semiconductors’, edited by T.P.Pearsall 1982).
experimental data above room temperature when the active region was thin, but 
which was proportional to the active region thickness. It is known that even
in relatively thick active region lasers the T o is still relatively low.
This contradicts Yano’s results and it is also known that the room
temperature T o values are relatively consistent throughout the entire alloy 
range even though the potential barrier height (AE^) changes with
composition. Both these facts indicated that carrier leakage was not the
dominant loss mechanism in long wavelength laser diodes.
Dutta et al [1.4] proposed that non-radiative band to band Auger
recombination was the cause of the low room temperature T o values. Auger
recombination is an activated non-radiative loss process whereby a carrier 
imparts its energy and momentum to another carrier instead of emitting a
photon. This loss is proportional to n^  where n is the carrier density.
Dutta initially considered only the CCHC Auger process and obtained
reasonable agreement with experiment using a gain-current relation which had
already been fitted to experimental data. However, this agreement was
probably fortuitous as a parabolic band structure was employed which results 
in an overestimation of the Auger transition rates.
Sigimura et al [1.5] also calculated the variation of threshold current
with temperature, but assuming that the spin orbit band played a more
important role by taking the CHSH Auger process as the dominant mechanism. 
He found that the theoretical threshold current increased much more rapidly 
with composition above room temperature than observed experimentally.
Although the initial theoretical work on Auger recombination managed to 
explain the temperature variation of the threshold current, it was unable to 
explain the temperature variation of the quantum efficiency above threshold, 
and there are still discrepancies between different theoretical models and
experiment.
Finally, Adams et al [1.6] proposed from measurements of the external 
efficiency of 1.62|im lasers with temperature that the decrease in efficiency
and corresponding increase in threshold current was due to increased optical 
absorption in the active region of the devices. He considered the different 
absorption mechanisms that could take place and concluded that the dominant
mechanism involved transitions from the spin orbit band to the heavy-hole 
valence band. Good agreement was obtained between the theoretical and 
experimental variations of the threshold current and efficiency with
temperature by using an intervalence band absorption loss of 63 cm'  ^ per 10^ ^
carriers per cm  ^ at room temperature and assuming that this is the only loss
mechanism. However, some subsequent measurements of the external efficiency 
with cavity length have yielded much smaller values of the absorption loss 
(a) than are required by Adams to fully account for the observed efficiency
and threshold current variations with temperature, which oppose the
conclusion that IVBA is the sole dominant loss mechanism. Although,
measurements made on 1.3pm lasers by Mozer et al [1.7] have yielded large values of a.
Throughout the 1980’s there has been increasing evidence to support the 
conclusion that a combination of both intervalence band absorption and Auger 
recombination are the two loss mechanisms which cause the inherent 
temperature sensitivity problem in long wavelength laser diodes.
In the next section we shall outline the basic theory necessary to 
understand the role of the band structure and loss mechanisms in determining 
the operating characteristics of a laser device.
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CHAPTER 2.
In this chapter we shall outline some of the basic theories for 
understanding laser emission and the intrinsic loss mechanisms in 
semiconductor crystals and their relation to the electronic band structure.
To start with we shall look at the concept of the electronic band
structure.
2.1 Band structure.
The band structure of a crystal is one of the basic physical ideas used
to describe the electronic properties of a solid. The behaviour of electrons 
in a solid is governed by Schroedinger’s equation. The crystal lattice 
imposes constraints on the allowed energy and momentum the electron can have
because of its periodic nature. To illustrate this point we shall 
concentrate on the idea of the ’free electron’. This is the basic idea of
the band structure and assumes that a ’free electron’ moving through the
crystal lattice does not interact with the bound atomic electrons or atomic
cores. Alternatively, we can view the electron wave functions as being plane 
waves which pass smoothly through the lattice.
To illustrate the above point, let us start from the time dependent
Hamiltonian and construct a one dimensional infinite periodic crystal of 
periodicity b. The time dependent Hamiltonian is [2.1]:
ih 0<E>i5 T
12
For our 1-D crystal we assume the electron is on atom n. The Hamiltonian
then reduces to;
ift .  E 0  + A 0  - A 0  ,O t n n n+1 n-1
where A is the energy or matrix element to ’hop’ between atoms and is the 
energy at rest on atom n. We shall now impose the condition that the
electron’s wave function must have the periodicity of the crystal lattice.
(x’) = 0^ (x) U^(x-x’)
This is a basic restatement of Bloch’s theorem where 0„(x) is the Bloch 
function and U,j(x) is of the form:
Uk(x) = e*ik.x
The solution of our Hamiltonian is:
E = E + 2A cos(k.b)n n
, 2 , 2
Assuming the small k approximation that cos(k.b) = 1 - —^— this then
becomes equivalent to the free electron Schroedinger eqn.
E = AkV E =
From this we can gather a few important points:
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(1.) The energy of the electron is dependent on its k vector and direction of 
motion in the crystal.
(2.) The electron has an effective mass which is . inversely proportional to the 
lattice constant and matrix element to ’hop’ between atoms.
(3.) There is an effective band width, whose energy is equal to 2A.
The above example shows the power of Bloch’s theorem and how it gives 
rise to the concept of a band gap and crystal dispersion.
In in-V semiconductors we wish to know what energy bands exist and
their E(k) structure. This information can be obtained by considering the
symmetry properties of the crystal, the atoms involved and the type of
crystal bonding.
Almost all III-V compounds crystallise into the well known zincblende 
structure and the electrons which are involved in the bonding lie in the
outermost S, P , P  ^ and P  ^ orbitals. For this crystal structure one group 
III atom is tetrahedrally bonded to four group V atoms and vice-versa. This 
bonding leads to a lack of inversion symmetry in the crystal and gives rise
to the basic fundamental difference between the III-V and group IV crystals.
The normal way to describe the electronic properties of the crystal is 
by using the idea of a reciprocal crystal, the Brillouin zone. The Brillouin 
zone can be thought of as the Fourier transform of the real space crystal,
such that all the atoms and electrons are contained within it. The
zincblende structure and its first Brillouin zone are illustrated in figure
(2.1.1) showing the nearest neighbour atom in the zincblende structure and
the points of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone.
We shall now proceed to give a brief description of one of the best
14
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Kx
Brillouin zone
ZINC BLENDE STRUCTURE
figure (2.1.1) The first diagram illustrates the first Brillouin zone
together showing the positions of the T, X and L minima. The second
shows the zincblende structure illustrating the cubic symmetry of the 
crystal and the position of the nearest neighbour atom.
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known methods for obtaining the E(k) dispersion around points of high 
symmetry in the Brillouin zone.
2.1.1 k.p theory.
As we have already seen the electronic properties of the crystal can be 
described by a ’free electron’ Hamiltonian. If we now expand on this theme 
using Bloch’s theorem and the Schroedinger equation (neglecting the electron 
spin) then [2.2]:
2
V^0 + V(r)0 = E 0  - (I)
becomes:
Where the k.p term is treated as a perturbation to the crystal Hamiltonian
and is solvable assuming (I) is explicitly known for k = 0.
In III-V semiconductors the zone centre states about the band gap are described
by four Bloch functions Uj,(r), (when we assume spin degeneracy) and these Bloch 
functions have the symmetry properties of the atomic orbitals. These
four Bloch functions can be used as . basis states to describe the four 
bands, the conduction band (C) (S-like symmetry) and the three valence bands, 
heavy-hole (HH), light-hole (LH) and spin orbit band (SO) (P-like symmetry). 
These three valence bands are degenerate at the zone centre in the absence of 
the spin orbit coupling term in the Hamiltonian, but when this is introduced 
it lifts the degeneracy of the spin orbit band producing a spin orbit gap A. 
These four bands are shown schematically in figure (2.1.2).
At the r  point (k = 0), these four Bloch functions have purely S-like 
and P-like symmetry properties, but as we go away from the zone centre strong
16
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figure (2.1.2) The four principle energy bands at the T  point in a III-V 
direct gap semiconductor.
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mixing occurs between the valence band Bloch functions and this occurs 
because of their energy degeneracy at k = 0.
If we now just consider the four basis Bloch functions at T  the k.p 
Hamiltonian becomes readily solvable with two independent equations of the 
form:
(H - E ) U (r) = 0
(H - Ep) Up.(r) = 0
with j equal to x, y or z.
Solving these two Hamiltonians gives rise to a band gap E  ^ equal to 
E - E at k = 0. From the solutions we also find that the curvature of eachs p
band is now described by an effective mass m* which is in turn dependent on 
the band gaps and inter band matrix element P . This is known as the 
’effective mass approximation’.
Normally, in k.p theory there are more than just four bands and these 
lie either above or below the four main bands that we have just described. 
The interaction of these other bands depends on their symmetry properties and 
modifies the cuivature of the band they are interacting with.
For simplicity we can consider just the interaction of the four main 
bands around the band gap and this is usually a reasonable approximation.
2.2 Laser theory.
In 1961 Bernard and Douraffourg predicted that laser oscillation could 
occur in direct gap semiconductors. This condition states : ’when the
separation of the quasi-Fermi levels of two energy bands is greater than the
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energy of the optical transition between the two bands, stimulated emission 
dominates over absorption’. This is the condition for optical gain and is 
written simply as:
E„ -  > hv
where hv is the photon energy and E^ are the quasi-Fermi levels of the
two energy bands.
The quasi-Fermi level of an energy band is related to the number of 
carriers injected into it and the density of available states of the band by.
N = J g(E) F(E) dE
In semiconductor lasers we wish to have low threshold current densities,
stable single mode operation, large differential gain and high output powers.
To achieve this we require as large a rate of change of quasi-Fermi level
separation with carrier density as possible. This requires ideally that the
conduction and valence bands are mirror images of one another and with low
effective masses. Unfortunately, in reality this is not the case as the
heavy hole band is quite flat due to valence band mixing effects which leads
to a large density of states. Later, we will show how this can be altered by
the use of strain and quantum confinement to make the heavy-hole valence band
light-hole like.
Firstly we shall outline how the gain spectrum can be calculated
analytically in III-V semiconductors and how it is related to the band
structure of the crystal.
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2.2.1 Optical gain.
The optical gain is defined as the increase of the optical transition 
rate per unit photon flux per unit volume:
s  = " " '" . j ,  z r '
Where 0  is the photon flux, Wy the transition rate andC< the gain in this section.
To calculate the optical gain or absorption spectrum in semiconductors 
requires a semi-classical approach. In this treatment the electric field 
vector is solved using Maxwell’s equations and the electrons (or carriers) 
are treated quantum mechanically using a density matrix formulism.
Yamada et al [2.3] found that by taking an approach similar to J.R.Lamb 
and expanding the density matrix as a function of the electric field the 
optical gain of a mode m is given by:
(X (CO) — (X (O)) -  CX IE I -  higher order terms m ' ' mO pm ' p '
where (X^ ((o) is the gain or absorption at a frequency co, a^^((o) is the linear
gain term, a  the gain of mode p, E the electric field of mode p and thepm ^  P
higher order terms represent the competition of mode m with other modes.
Up to threshold, in semiconductor lasers the spontaneous emission is
dominant and |E^|^ can be taken as zero. This is known as the linear gain
approximation, where the linear gain is given by:
J—  oo
a(0)) = |M |" g(E) (F^  - F^ ) L(E) dE
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|M | is the optical matrix element, g(E) the reduced density of states, F , 
F , the Fermi functions of the respective bands and L(E) the lifetime 
broadening term.
The lifetime or line shape broadening term L(E) was first introduced by
Yamada et al [2.3] to account for the observed discrepancy between the 
experimental and theoretical gain saturation profile and absorption spectra. 
In the absorption spectrum there is a band tail which extends below the 
measured band edge. This band tail is accounted for when L(E) is 
incorporated as a phenomological broadening mechanism for carrier-carrier 
scattering. This preserves the k-selection rule and means that we do not
have to introduce band tail states below the direct band edge.
Normally, the line shape is assumed to be a Lorentzian profile and the
intra-band scattering is accounted for by a scattering time x of 
approximately 10’^  ^ seconds.
L(E) = (*VxO  ^ - ™ 5(E-.co)
To find out how the gain spectrum is controlled by the electronic band
structure and the dimensionality of the electron gas, we must now look more 
closely at the linear gain term a(co).
The linear gain is influenced by the electronic band structure by two 
important terms: the density of states function g(E) and the dipole moment
|M |^. Let us look firstly at the density of states in bulk material and then 
how quantum confinement alters it.
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2.2.2 Density of states (D O S).
The energy density of states is obtained from the curvature of the energy bands in k-space 
and depends also on the density of available k states. In bulk material the latter is given by:
k '
As the number of degrees of freedom are reduced and the electrons are 
confined to move only within a crystal plane, the electron wavefunctions 
become modified and the situation starts to become quite complicated to
describe, with the direction of motion restricted in the third direction.
With this lack of translational symmetry and the quantisation of the 
electron wavefunctions the carriers can move within a plane, but 
perpendicular to this their energy is fixed. The energy of the particles can
essentially be described at small k vectors by:
E(k) = E(z) + m
If we now use a Fermi sphere approach, the 2-D electron gas can be 
viewed as a Fermi circle and the D.O.S is given by:
k
K
Let us now expand on the effect of quantum confinement and see how to
describe it in a simple manner.
When a thin epilayer is of the order of the de Broglie wavelength of the
electrons and is similtaneously sandwiched between a material of larger band
gap, the potential offset V o  introduced by the difference in the band edges
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and the quantum size effect change the electron wavefunctions.
To describe the electron wavefunction in the 2-D crystal we can use the 
envelope function approximation. The wavefunction of an electron in the 
conduction band now becoming:
0 (k )  = F(z) '  U (^r)
where k(*i) is the electron wavefunction in the plane of the well, U^the Bloch 
function and F the envelope function. The envelope function describes the 
behaviour of the electron in the growth or confinement direction.
For the conduction band which is a non-degenerate energy band, the 
electron wavefunction is a simple plane wave state allowing the E(k) 
dispersion of the conduction band in the growth direction to be described by 
a parabola using an effective mass m^(z). This then reduces the calculation 
of the confined states in the potential well to a simple text book case, with 
the boundry conditions of the envelope functions at an interface being given by [2.4]:
1 8Fwell(z) _ 1 ÔFbarr(z)
~mz(w) 5z mz(b) 5z
The E(k) dispersion in the plane of the well is similarly described by a 
parabola and defined by an effective mass m (^ "). This is normally equivalent 
to the mass in the growth direction.
For the degenerate valence bands we can take a similar approach assuming 
that the light and heavy-hole bands are defined by two effective masses in 
the growth direction m^^(z) and m^^(z). This mass difference splits the
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degeneracy of the LH and HH bands at the T  point in the 2-D Brillouin zone.
The E(k) dispersion of each band similarly being described by in-plane 
effective masses, and ").
This approximation is useful because of its simplicity, but to be more 
precise we should use the degenerate band approximation [2.5], where the
envelope functions of the valence band are coupled. This coupling arises
because of the degeneracy of these bands at the F point in the bulk band
structure. The coupling has the affect of producing a heavy-hole like
dipersion in the plane of the quantum well for the HH valence band, where
otherwise it would be light-hole like. For unstrained quantum well lasers we
can therefore to a good approximation neglect the coupling of the envelope 
functions and instead describe the in-plane effective masses of the LH and HH 
valence bands by their respective masses in the confinement or growth 
direction. However, for the case of strained-layers, we will explain in 
section 2.4, how the coupling of the envelope functions can be introduced to 
calculate the E(k) dispersion of the valence bands, and then how the
introduction of strain into the material can be used to fully or partially
remove it, allowing us to engineer the valence subband structure.
2.2.3 Dipole moment.
The other important parameter in the gain expression is the dipole
moment or optical matrix element. The dipole moment is defined as:
M = <(|)Jer|<l).>
where <j).. are the wavefunctions of the respective energy levels and r the
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position operator.
To find the dipole moment between the two energy bands of the crystal we 
can use the Schroedinger equation and relate the dipole moment to the 
momentum matrix element between the bands [2.6].
M
where E Æ  is the energy seperation and ihV the momentum operator.
Normally, we shall assume the spherical approximation where the dipole 
moment is independent of its k-vector throughout the band and is given
explicitly by the dipole moment at the F point. This leads to a
simplification in the evaluation of the dipole moment and for bulk material
it is given by [2.2]:
where Eg and A are the direct band gap and spin orbit gap and me and mo the 
conduction band and free electron masses.
Quantisation of the electron wavefunction gives rise to an alteration of 
the dipole moment and the introduction of selection rules for 
transitions between the bound states.
To simplify matters for the 2-D dipole moment we can relate the quantum
well dipole moment to the bulk dipole moment. In a quantum well
laser the TE gain is enhanced for the heavy-hole band, while the TM gain is 
enhanced for the light-hole band. If we assume parabolic energy bands and 
neglect the light-hole band contribution because of its small density of
states, the dipole moment for TE gain is described by [2.7]:
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E c,n
Ec.n
where n is the subband number, Ec.n is the energy of the confined state with
respect to the bottom of the conduction band and ec,n is the energy of the
electron in the corresponding subband.
2.2.4 Radiative current.
We now wish to relate the gain to the experimentally measured wavelength
and threshold current.
The threshold gain is the point at which the peak gain is equal to the
optical losses in the cavity of the laser, ie:
Ê = ^  «.X + - e V  k(4 -)
where is the absorption in the active and cladding layers, F  the
optical confinement factor, L the length of the diode and R the facet
reflectivity.
When the gain and loss are equal we can then obtain the threshold
carrier density from the analytic expression for the gain. This can then be 
used to find the radiative rate and hence the threshold current.
The radiative current density is calculated using the formulae given by R.H.Yan et al [2.8], ie:
J = e d r r (E) dErad J spon
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where e is the charge of the electron and d the active region width.
In the quantum well laser we sum the linear gain over all the subbands 
and similarly sum the spontaneous emission from each subband too.
We can now evaluate the threshold current and lasing wavelength of bulk 
and quantum well laser diodes by using the above expressions and knowing the 
band gaps and effective masses of the materials in lasers. We shall now look 
briefly at the efficiency and then go on to give a brief look at the loss 
mechanisms.
2.2.5. Efficiency.
Another important parameter we can measure experimentally is the 
lal differenti: 
light-current curve.
extern tial efficiency which is simply the slope of the
If we consider the round trip gain in the active region of the laser
diode we can relate the optical loss in the laser to the external efficiency
by:
f  I
where n. is the internal quantum efficiency, a  the internal loss and g the 
round trip gain.
The internal quantum efficiency is defined as the proportion of injected
carriers that contribute directly to the optical gain. Below threshold the 
internal efficiency depends on the spontaneous and non-radiative lifetimes
[2.9], ie:
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n. = f 1 + 1: [  T non-rad J
where x  is the non-radiative lifetime and x  , the radiative lifetime,non-rad rad
which is inversely proportional to the radiative rate
If we assume that the carrier density is pinned at threshold then
x^d = 0 above threshold and the internal efficiency becomes equal to one ie,
n. = 1. All the new carriers coming into the active region then contribute 
directly to the stimulated light field. This is the ’ideal’ case, but in 
reality the carrier density is not pinned, instead it begins to saturate
very quickly [2.10]. This occurs because of gain suppression [2.11], the
internal efficiency instead gradually reaching the ’ideal’ case as X 0.
In this thesis, we shall plot the variation of 1]^  for the case n. = 1 and
discuss the possibility of it varying from this later.
2.3 Intrinsic loss mechanisms.
The two intrinsic loss mechanisms associated with the temperature
sensitivity problem in long wavelength laser diodes are intervalence band
absorption and Auger recombination. We shall proceed in this section to give 
a brief description of these two processes in two and three dimensional
structures and how they can be analytically calculated.
2.3.1 Intervalence band absorption.
Intervalence band absorption (IVBA) involves the reabsorption of
stimulated photons in the active region of a device by electrons moving from
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the spin orbit (SO) band to an empty state (hole) in the heavy-hole valence
band (HH), at a point in k-space where the energy difference between these 
two bands is equal to the laser photon energy, ie:
^S0=
this is shown in figure (2.3.1).
To analytically calculate the IVBA we can use an analogous expression to 
the linear gain (neglecting intra-band scattering):
“ ivba(“ > = Æ  T  l ^ l L  (Fh- F ) 8(E)
Intervalence band absorption is most pronounced in material systems
where the direct band gap Eg is of comparable energy to the spin orbit gap A 
and when valence band mixing is large. This effect is observed in the
In^^Ga^As^P^  ^ material system and is thought to be one of the causes of the 
inherent temperature sensitivity.
To evaluate the optical matrix element (dipole moment), at large k values where the 
IVBA transition takes place, we can not easily use k.p theory. Instead we prefer to use more 
complex band structure methods such as pseudo potential band structures [2.12]
It has been found [2.13] that in bulk material that the IVBA coefficient
is linearly dependent on the hole density:
“ iv b a ( “ > =  % b a ( ' " " )  ( - % " )
This expression is very useful when analysing the IVBA loss.
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SO
figure (2.3.1) This figure shows the intervalence band absorption, where a 
stimulated photon is reabsorbed by an electron moving from the spin-split off 
band to the heavy-hole valence band
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In the quantum well structure the change in the dimensionality and the 
quantisation of the dipole moment dramatically increases the difficulty in 
analysing the IVBA transition rate. In this thesis we will therefore first 
calculate the Auger loss from well known values and then use the IVBA loss to 
the fit the threshold current, external efficiency and temperature 
dependence. It is believed that the IVBA transition should be enhanced for 
bound to bound transitions and increase with decreasing well width [2.7].
However, for bound to unbound transitions it is has been shown that the 
IVBA loss is insignificant [2.14], because of the rapidly varying nature of 
the wavefunctions.
In compressively strained quantum well lasers the restriction of the 
holes to small k-vectors has been predicted to eliminate IVBA and we shall 
discuss this later [2.15], [2.16].
2.3.2 Auger recombination.
Auger recombination is an activated non-radiative loss mechanism whereby 
the energy and momentum of a pair of carriers in a band to band transition is 
given to another carrier instead of emitting a photon.
In III-V semiconductors this becomes very important in small band gap 
material as the activation energies of the Auger processes are proportional 
to the direct band gap. Auger recombination has been used to try and explain 
the observed light output-current saturation observed in light emitting 
diodes and the inherent temperature sensitivity in long wavelength lasers 
with good agreement being obtained.
In direct gap material there are several different band to band Auger 
processes which can occur. These are shown in figure (2.3.2). In small band
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gap p-type material it is now believed that the dominant Auger process is the 
CHSH mechanism [2.17], (where C = conduction band, H = heavy-hole band and 
S = spin split-off band).
To analytically obtain an expression for the Auger rate we need to 
consider energy and momentum conservation for the interacting carriers. 
Starting from Fermi’s golden rule and assuming parabolic bands and Boltzmann 
statistics the CHSH Auger rate can be explicitly written as [2.18]:
hh c
r-E al
where the |M |s  are the matrix elements for the interaction of the carriers 
via the unscreened coulomb potential, k^ , is the threshold k-vector, B a the 
activation energy and P represents the spin interactions.
This approximation reduces to a simpler closed form:
C, .  K e x p ( -
b^ •'
and shows that the Auger rate is directly proportional to the threshold 
carrier density cubed.
The approximation of parabolic band strucures has been found to 
overestimate the Auger rate by roughly an order of magnitude. This has been 
shown specifically for GaAs and InP using pseudopotential band structures and 
a 15 band k.p approach [2.19]. However, in small band gap material where the 
CHSH process is dominant, the threshold wavevectors are much closer to the 
band edge where non-parabolicity of the bands is less pronounced. This 
allows us to keep our . analytic expression and still expect reasonably 
reliable results.
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figure (2.3,2) The three major direct band to band Auger processes. These 
are the CHCC, CHSH and CHHL, where C refers to the conduction band, H the 
heavy-hole, L the light-hole and S the spin orbit band.
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For the quantum well case, the confinement of the carriers to a plane in 
the crystal and the introduction of subbands leads to three types of Auger
transition process [2.20]:
(i) Bound to bound inter-subband transitions
(ii) Unbound state to bound subband transitions
(iii) bound to unbound transitions
All three types of transition were accounted for in the fitting of the data, but only the bound
to bound transition could be analytically compared.
Following in a similar vein to the calculation of the bulk rate a
quantum well Auger rate can be similarly obtained [2.20], This necessitates
two further approximations:
1. No valence band mixing effects
2. The confined state wavefunctions are zero outside the well
This rate is proportional to the 3-D rate and the two expressions are related
by a simple conversion factor which is approximately given by:
C/bulk)
Q(qwell)
where Ea is the activation energy, Eg the quantum well band gap and A  the 
spin orbit quantum well gap.
To obtain all the other Auger processes from the CHSH equation we only 
have to use a suitable change of variables.
CHCC: A = 0 m^^"* m m m m mhh c c hh so c
CHLH: A = 0 m mso Ih
CLSL: m^  ^ —► mhh Ih
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2.4 Strained Layers.
The incorporation of strain in the active region of a semiconductor
laser has been predicted to enhance the performance of the laser
characteristics [2.15], [2.16]. To understand this let us briefly review the
effect of strain [2.21].
The introduction of tensile or compressive strain into a crystal layer
can be achieved by growing an epilayer of smaller or larger lattice constant
(a^ ) on a substrate of lattice constant (a). The strained layer is stable 
when its thickness is smaller than the critical thickness h of the material.c
The critical thickness is the thickness above which the production of
dislocations is the most energetically favoured state. When the layer is
smaller than h ,^ the layer will expand or compress to match the in-plane
lattice constant of the substrate producing a biaxial stress e,, and 
similtaneously relax in the growth direction producing a perpendicular strain 
£j_. The biaxial strain in the layer is given by:
e„ = e = e =" XX yy  a s
and similarly the strain in the growth direction is given by:
 1 Y a  1^1 =
where a  is Poisson’s ratio and approximately for tetrahedral
semiconductors. To help analyse the effect of strain it is normally more 
useful to seperate the strain into purely axial and hydrostatic components.
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and
^ax "  '^11 =  ' ^ 1
e , - e + 8 + e  = e,vol XX yy zz '
This resolution of the strain allows us to analyse the strain energies 
using experimentally measured axial and hydrostatic deformation potentials of 
bulk III-V semiconductors.
Let us now proceed to consider how the strain affects the bulk band
structure and more specifically what happens in a strained quantum well.
As we have already stated, when the thickness of an epilayer is of the
order of the de Broglie wavelength of the electrons, quantum size effects
occur. In the quantum well the potential offset between the band edges
introduces confined states and these are normally found using the envelope 
function approximation. The subband energies and in-plane dispersion are 
obtained from the bulk band structure. The confinement energies are found 
from the bulk band structure in the growth direction. The potential offset 
splits the degeneracy of the LH and HH bands at the 2-D zone centre and
should produce a light-hole like dispersion in the plane of the well for the
HH confined state. Unfortunately, because the LH and HH valence band Bloch 
functions are coupled and mix at finite k values, the envelope functions of
the LH and HH bands similarly mix. This mixing of the subband envelope
functions limits the light-hole like behaviour to approximately 1-2% of the 
2-D Brillouin zone. The heavy-hole (HH) in-plane dispersion is heavy-hole 
like. This coupling of the envelope functions can be illustrated in matrix 
form quite simply:
f (Hhh + V) W ]  (  Fhhl _ _ r Fhh)W (Hih + V) J [ FihJ “ FihJ
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where W is the coupling energy, V the potential well offset, and F^  ^ the
valence band envelope functions and and the energy of the respective
bands. The Luttinger-Kohn method casts the degenerate valence bands into an
effective mass 
holes by [2.5]:
form where the two Hamiltonians H„ are defined with +ve energies for the
where
«hh = <Y,- + (Y,+ Y X
^  = (Y.+ 2Y,) and = (y,- 2y^
where y’s are the Luttinger-Kohn parameters and the coupling term W is
similarly defined using these parameters.
The introduction of axial strain breaks the cubic symmetry of the
crystal and splits the degeneracy of the light and heavy-hole bands at the F
point in the bulk band structure. This introduces a highly anisotropic band 
structure, where the splitting of the light (LH) and heavy hole (HH) bands
S is proportional to the strain and given by:
S = b 8ax
where 8^  ^ is the axial strain and b the axial deformation potential.
Similarly the conduction band is moved away from the average energy of the 
HH, LH and SO valence bands by an amount proportional to the hydrostatic 
strain [2.21], ie:
AEg = a 8 ,vol
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where a is the hydrostatic deformation potential and the hydrostatic
strain component.
Returning to the envelope function matrix the splitting or strain can be 
thought of as introducing a strain energy term in the Hamiltonian which is 
equivalent in energy to the amount of splitting S. The Hamiltonian of the
light and heavy-hole valence bands becomes:
f (H  h h +  V  +  S  )  W  ]  (  F h h l  _  -p f  Fhhl
W  ( H i h  +  V  - S  )J  [  F i h J  “  F ihJ
[NB. We have neglected the spin orbit band as the strain energies are
normally much less than the spin orbit gap A, the matrix just shows the
interaction of the two most important bands for optical transitions].
For the case of compressive strain, when S is much larger than W the two 
bands decouple and the in-plane dispersion of the heavy-hole subband becomes 
light-hole like far into the 2-D Brillouin zone, producing a light-hole cap 
as shown in figure (2.4.1).
This light-hole cap improves several of the prerequisites for laser
oscillation in semiconductors, improving the differential gain, the linewidth
enhancement factor and reducing the threshold current.
In long wavelength lasers there are several distinct advantages in
reducing the valence band mixing effects and restricting the holes to small 
k-vectôrs, the main one being the elimination of intervalence band
absorption. But, strain is not limited to this application and opens up the 
possibility of engineering the valence structure in a wide variety of III-V
semiconductors.
In the next chapter we shall look at the effect of hydrostatic pressure
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figure (2.4.1) Illustration of the light hole cap in the plane of 8 
compressively strained quantum well.
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and how it alters the band structure of III-V semiconductors. Then we will
look at how we can apply pressure to devices and measure their
characteristics.
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CHAPTER 3.
In this chapter we will introduce hydrostatic pressure and show how it
alters the band structure of III-V semiconductors. We will then proceed to 
describe the equipment used to apply pressure to semiconductors and then 
explain the methods used to obtain the laser characteristics as a function of
hydrostatic pressure.
3.1 In troduction  to hydrostatic pressure.
3.1.1 H ydrostatic pressure.
Hydrostatic pressure changes the crystal lattice constant elastically 
and reversibly below the phase transition pressure, and has been found to 
increase the direct gap of most III-V semiconductors by approximately
lOmeV/kbar.
To understand this, we can consider a simple quantum mechanical analogy 
for the energy bands in a crystal. If we assume that the energy bands in a
crystal are a result of the potential well created by two neighbouring atoms
a distance d apart, the solution for the bound energy levels is given simply
by:
E = E ~  J -
m " d ^
This shows that as the bond length decreases the energy levels increase their
energy proportionally. This model is found to be approximately true for real
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crystals where the increase in energy separation is approximately inversely 
proportional to the square of the bond length.
In III-V semiconductors the pressure coefficients for the three most 
important valleys, the F, X and L are approximately +10, -1 and +4 meV/kbar 
with respect to the valence band maximum. This is illustrated in figure
(3.1.1).
To analyse the effect of hydrostatic pressure on the band structure more 
productively we need to turn to k.p theory and the effective mass_
approximation. The effective mass approximation states that bands near the zone centre
are parabolas.
2m
The resulting change of the energy band dispersion as we apply
hydrostatic pressure is now governed by the change in effective mass with 
increasing band gap [3.1].
From 3 band k.p theory the effective masses of each band are given
explicitly at the F point by:
— = — + f-ê- + u  ^ J  = _Lm e  m o  0 ^  I E g  E g  +  A  I m h h  m o
mso mo '  3 ( Eg + A I m ih  mo ’ 3 Eg
where Eg and A are the direct band gap and spin orbit gap respectively, mo 
the free electron mass and P the inter band matrix element. From experiment
has been found to be approximately 23eV for most III-V compounds and is
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figure (3.1.1) The pressure coefficients of the major energy gaps in direct 
gap in-V  semiconductors. ■ The pressure coefficients of the F, X and L
conduction band minima are shown and are +10meV/kbar, -ImeV/kbar and 
+4meV/kbar with respect to the valence band maximum.
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virtually independent of the band gap. For the case of hydrostatic pressure
we assume that the inter band matrix element does not change with pressure 
and that the change in m* is due to the change in the direct band gap. For 
the conduction band mass m we can represent this as:
1 2 P^—r  -  - q -r?— = >  m oc Eme J  Eg c g
This method has been proved to be a reliable technique when analysing
the effect of hydrostatic pressure [3.2], [3.3].
We shall now proceed to describe the two main pressure systems used to
apply pressure to our samples in this thesis.
3.1.2 Piston and cylinder.
The piston and cylinder high pressure apparatus is one of the most basic
and simple pressure systems to operate and understand. The pistons are 
manufactured from hardened tool steel and the cylinder from hot worked die
steel. These are supported in a die set with the two pistons opposing one 
another in the cylinder. This is shown in figure (3.1.2). The cylinder is 
filled with a pressure transmitting fluid, which for pressure below 1 0  kbar 
is castor oil and for pressures up to 15 kbar is a 1:1 mixture of amyl 
alcohol and castor oil. This is to prevent the castor oil freezing at
pressures above 10 kbar. The pressure fluid is sealed in the cylinder with
neoprene, nylon or phosphor bronze ’o’rings. The neoprene seals to 4 kbar,
the nylon to 8  kbar and the phosphor bronze to 15 kbar with the seals working
on the Bridgeman unsupported area theorem. To produce the hydrostatic 
pressure a hydraulic ram pushes down on the die set forcing the two pistons
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figure (3,1.2) Diagram illustrating the piston and cylinder pressure system.
The two pistons are placed diametrically opposite one another. The
hydrostatic pressure is produced by a hydraulic ram pushing down on the die 
set.
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to move towards each other.
To study semiconductor lasers optical and electrical access to the 
sample are required. Optical access is achieved using an optical fibre. A 
glass-glass optical fibre is epoxied into a metal stub and is sealed at the 
top of one piston using a tin foil washer and a screw-down casing. The 
400 |im core fibre is normally lensed or cleaved and polished for maximum
throughput of light.
The lasers are mounted in a brass clip with the stripe down to ensure 
good heatsinking. The clip is insulated from the piston and mounted such 
that one facet of the laser is aligned with the fibre core and close enough
to ensure a large signal. The lasers are contacted to ceramic lead throughs
in the piston which are connected to 50 O mini coaxial cables. To measure 
the pressure a manganin gauge is used. This is mounted on the bottom piston 
allowing the pressure to be measured directly from the change in resistance
of the gauge. The change of resistance with pressure has been previously 
calibrated and the pressure in kbar is given by:
P (kbar) -  2 .3 ^  10'  ^ [ R(ü)
3.1.3 Cu - Be cell.
The high pressure copper beryllium (Cu-Be) cell [3.4], is illustrated in 
figure (3.1.3). The cell has several advantages over the piston and cylinder 
arrangement: It is compact, portable, will fit in a gas flow cryostat and
has virtually instantaneous temperatme stabilisation because of the small
volume of the fluid.
To produce hydrostatic pressure in the cell we use an Enerpac hydraulic
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figure (3.1.3) Illustration of the low temperature Cu-Be cell showing the 
optical and pressure fluid accesses.
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intensifier system. The intensifier has a reservoir into which the pressure 
fluid is placed. This fluid is normally a mixture of 1:1 iso- and n-pentane,
but could be any low viscosity liquid hydrocarbon. The pressure fluid is
sealed in the intensifier reservoir with neoprene and nylon ’o’ rings. A
Harwood hardened steel 350pm core capillary tube is then connected from the
intensifier to the Harwood T-piece of the cell, making the system fully 
enclosed. Once the air is ’bled’ from the system, hydrostatic pressure is 
produced in the system by decreasing the volume of the fluid with a hydraulic
ram which pushes on the fluid.
Optical access to the cell is made by a sapphire window. This is
extremely advantageous as sapphire has a flat spectral response over the 0 . 8
to 2.0 pm wavelength range figure (3.1.4). This increases the accuracy of 
any optical efficiency measurements. The pressure seal for the window is
based on the Bridgeman unsupported area theorem, the pressure fluid forcing
the sapphire window onto an aluminium foil washer which produces the seal.
To electrically contact the laser diode a 250pm diameter insulated
copper wire is fed down the capillary tube of the cell, with one end sealed
by epoxy and a nylon washer. The other end of the wire is soldered to the 
top surface of the contact plate of the laser clip arrangement.
The laser clip is illustrated in figure (3.1.5) and is based on a screw 
type plate arrangement. The top brass plate provides the electrical contact
for the wire, simultaneously clamping the laser diode in place. The contact
plate is screwed into threaded PTFE ’T’ pieces in the holder. The plate and
holder are insulated from one another by a ’C’ shaped piece of mica with the
holder acting as the earth connection for the current.
The hydrostatic pressure is measured directly in the cell from the
hydraulic pressure produced by the intensifier ram. The hydraulic gauge has
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figure (3,1.4) This diagram shows the flat transmittance repense of sapphire 
over the lasing wavelength range 0 . 0  to 6 p.m.
figure (3.1.5) Diagram illustrating the screw type clip arrangement, 
plate is the contact with the holder acting as the earth connection.
The top
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been previously calibrated by measuring the band edge photoluminescence of a
piece of InP in the cell as the hydraulic pressure was applied. The band 
edge pressure coefficient of InP is 8.5 ± 0.5 meV/kbar, the calibration is
taken directly from the movement of the direct band edge [3.5]. The
calibration is shown in figure (3.1.6).
3.2. Measurement of device characteristics.
In this section we shall outline the experimental methods used to
measure the laser characteristics as a function of hydrostatic pressure.
3.2.1 Measurement of the threshold current (Ith) and efficiency (r|d).
The threshold cunent of a laser diode is the point in the light current
curve where stimulated emission begins to dominate the radiative output. To
obtain the threshold current we must measure the L-I curve of the diode
either under pulsed or continuous wave operation.
Normally, the laser diode is pulsed with an ’E and H ’ voltage pulse
generator. The typical repetition rate is 3-5 kHz with pulse widths varying
between 600ns and l.Sps. Under these conditions the diode is on for less 
than 0.1% of the time, minimising any junction heating. An inductance coil
is used to measure the current driving the laser diode allowing the current
to be obtained directly without breaking the circuit. The inductance coil
converts 1mA of current in the coaxial line into a p.d of ImV in the coil.
The -3dB point of the frequency response of the inductance coil is at 1 kHz
requiring us to maintain the pulse repetition rate above 3 kHz in order to
confidently reside on the flat part of the frequency response. The current
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figure (3.1.6) Calibration .curve for hydraulic pressure vs hydrostatic 
pressure of the intensifier system. The calibration assumed that the band 
edge pressure coefficient of InP was 8.5meV/kbar.
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pulse is then input into one channel of a Tektronix sampling oscilloscope.
Depending on the pressure system used, the light output was measured by
either of two different germanium photo diodes. Both detectors were 1 cm^ 
large area p-i-n photo diodes with a typical rise time of 350ns, The large
area insured that all the laser light was collected, but constrained the 
range of pulse width used because of the large rise time (t).
One of the photo diodes is a reversed biased avalanche photo diode with
its output fed directly into a H.P, amplifier, the other diode was integrated 
into a two stage transistor amplifier circuit which had an amplification 
factor of 12 mV for 1 pA of photo current generated in the depletion region. 
The voltage from either detector was then fed directly into the second input
of the sampling scope.
The sampling oscilloscope has the advantage over normal oscilloscopes of 
being able to remove the time dependence of a signal and concentrate on one 
pulse of the drive signal. The voltage amplitude for only a small portion of
the pulse can be selected with the pulse being built up from an average
number of pulses which is dependent on the sample rate.
The measurement of the L-I curve is controlled automatically by a BBC B
master series computer. The measuring sequence being in three distinct 
steps:
1. The stepper motor controls the output of the E and H generator and 
increments the drive current to the device.
2. The X and Y voltages for the two channels of the oscilloscope are measured 
sequentially by a Keithly Digital Multi meter.
3. The voltage output of each channel is then stored in the memory as ah 
array.
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This sequence is repeated to a current approximately 30% above
threshold. The information is then stored on 5 ^ floppy disc. The slope of 
the L-I curve is measured with a least squares fitting routine with the
extrapolation of this line to the x-axis giving the threshold current value.
This information is also stored on disc and can be retrieved or plotted by 
the computer.
The slope of the L-I curve gives the relative efficiency for the set
experimental efficiency. Only the relative efficiency can be compared as not
all the laser light reaches the detector. To be confident of the measurement 
we need to look at the system optics. The piston and cylinder arrangement
uses castor oil and an optical fibre, while the Cu-Be cell uses pentane and a 
sapphire window. The flat transmittance response of sapphire over the
wavelength range ensures that the change in light output response is due 
either to the pentane or to the laser diode. No absorption lines are 
observed in pentane or castor oil over the operating wavelength range,
indicating that the change in efficiency observed is due to the internal 
processes in the laser. Another clear indication of this is that the same 
response is observed in both pressure systems even though the fluids and
optical windows are different.
3.2.2 Measurement of the lasing wavelength.
The measurement of the lasing mode spectrum of a laser diode requires
that the laser emission from one facet is projected into a monochromator and
the signal intensity is measured as function of wavelength.
The laser light is guided from our pressure systems either by an optical
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fibre or is projected directly from the sapphire window in the base of the
Cu-Be cell. The laser light is then focused onto the entrance slits of the 
spectrometer using two 10cm focal length lenses. Once a signal is
established the slit widths are reduced and the lens positions altered until
a maximum signal is observed with a minimum slit width. Normally, the slit
width is reduced to between 1 0 0  and 1 0  microns which gives a corresponding 
resolution of 0.16 to 0 . 0 2  nm.
The monochromator and signal output are controlled and processed by a
BBC master series computer.
To measure the laser signal intensity at each wavelength we use a liquid 
nitrogen cooled germanium photo diode and lock-in amplifier. The lock-in
method is normally a good technique as it only amplifies the signal to which 
it is referenced, averaging the received signal depending on the time 
constant used. But, for our case where the pulse widths and repetition rates
are small the amplified signal is greatly reduced. The lock-in is referenced
with a 280 kHz square wave produced by a signal generator. The signal 
generator simultaneously gates the output of the laser diode.
The laser diode is driven 10-30% above threshold to ensure that the main
mode is clearly visible above the side modes, although care is taken not to
drive the laser at currents greater than L 5 ]^  to prevent damage to the
laser facet and to minimise non-linear effects.
When the position of the main mode has been found it is recorded and 
stored on floppy disc.
3.3.3 The characteristic temperature ( T o ) .
Two methods were used to determine the characteristic temperature of the
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laser diodes at room temperature.
For the piston and cylinder arrangement the laser remains mounted on the 
piston while the piston is suspended in a beaker of castor oil. The castor 
oil is heated by a hot plate and the device temperature monitored by a 
thermocouple or thermometer. The castor oil is stirred mechanically to 
stabilise the temperature. The threshold cunent and efficiency are measured 
at 5 °C intervals up to a temperature of approximately 60 °C.
For the Cu-Be cell, the cell is placed in a liquid nitrogen cooled bath 
cryostat with the temperature being controlled by the temperature controller. 
The laser light is directed through the side window of the cryostat and the 
threshold current measured again at 5 °C intervals with the cell being 
allowed to thermally stabilise at the cold space temperature.
The results of either procedure are plotted in the form;
the gradient giving the value of To over the specified temperature range.
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CHAPTER 4.
Lattice matched InGaAs multiple quantum well lasers
4.1 Introduction.
The advent of monolayer control of the growth rate of III-V 
semiconductor materials has stimulated interest in and has contributed to the 
rapid development of low dimensional structures.
Initial theoretical predictions for quantum well laser diodes indicated 
that improvement in the differential gain, threshold current and temperature 
sensitivity could be achieved [4.1], [4.2].
For the first GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well lasers there were initially some
very high T o values reported, which were typically around 350 Kelvin.
However, this improvement was later found to be true only for a few devices 
with the T o value only being improved slightly in mass produced GaAs/AlGaAs 
quantum well lasers.
For long wavelength laser diodes the modification of the dimensionality
of the electron gas predicted that the intrinsic loss mechanisms should be 
modified in In  ^^Ga^As^P  ^^/InP MQW lasers and this was hoped to give rise to 
less temperature sensitive devices [4.3], [4.4].
In this chapter we have studied the effect of quantum confinement in 
InGaAs/InGaAsP and InGaAs/InGaAlAs MQW lasers lattice matched to InP 
substrates. We found that the intrinsic losses are modified, but in absolute
terms the magnitude of the losses are quite similar to those found for bulk 
DH laser diodes. Using hydrostatic pressure, we found that for lattice
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matched InGaAs lasers the observed variation of I , Ti . X  and To could beth d
accounted for by a combination of bound to bound intervalence band absorption 
and 2-D Auger recombination.
The change of the barrier material by the substitution of aluminium for 
phosphorus in the growth of the structure increases the depth of the conduction band 
offset compared to the valence band offset. The fact that the threshold current 
continues to decrease with increasing pressure in devices with aluminium in 
the barriers instead of phosphorus, shows that excitation out of the quantum 
well is not the most predominant form of loss in these structures.
In this chapter we shall initially review a method to calculate the 
quantum well offsets in lattice matched and strained layer structures. We 
will then proceed to give a brief description of the effective mass model and 
following this we shall look at two different lattice matched InGaAs lasers 
with different barrier materials. We will model the device characteristics 
and show that their variation with hydrostatic pressure and with temperature 
above 290K can be accounted for by combination of IVBA and Auger 
recombination occurring only in the active region of the device.
4.2 The calculation of the band offsets by the model solid method.
The model solid theory [4.5] is a self-consistent approach which has
proved to be a quite successful method for tackling the band line up problem
at heterojunctions. Let us now briefly outline the method given by C.G. Van 
der Walle to calculate the band offsets and then show how it can be applied
to alloys and strained layers.
If we have two lattice matched materials A and B, then the position of
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the top most valence band of each material is given by [4.5]:
E 0) = E (i) + i  A (i) i = A or BV '   ^ v.aV 3
where A is the spin orbit gap and is the calculated average energy
position of the three valence bands.
The valence band offset is then simply given by the difference in energy
of the two valence bands [4.5]:
= ( E,(A) + i  A(A) ) - ( E (B ) + i  A(B) ) 
and the conduction band is then simply given by:
AE = AE - AEc g \
where AEg is the band gap difference between the two materials.
For alloys we need to apply the virtual crystal approximation. The
average energy for an alloy E^^  ^ is then obtained by linear interpolation
between the binary values. For lattice mis-matched alloys we need to
consider the compression or expansion of the lattice constant and this is
achieved through the use of the bulk hydrostatic deformation potentials.
For lattice mis-matched alloy layers E is given by [4.5]:
Eviî>ABc = + (l-x)E(BC) + 3x(l-x)f-a(AC) + apC)j Aaao
where
Aa = ao(AC) - ao(BC)
Where a is the lattice constant of each material and a the bulk
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hydrostatic deformation potential. For lattice matched alloys is given
simply by the first two terms as Aa = 0. The calculation of the alloy
offsets is straight forward using the method outlined above.
4.3 The Device model.
To model the device characteristics of a laser diode we need to consider
the theories outlined in chapter 2 , and how they are affected by hydrostatic
pressure. For an actual device structure we also need to consider certain
physical requirements for optical guidance in the device and how these affect
the calculations. Let us now proceed to briefly outline the calculation of
the variation of each laser characteristic using our effective mass model.
4.3.1 Threshold current.
All the device characteristics stem from, or can be obtained from, the
modelling of the threshold current. To model the variation of the threshold 
current we need to find the radiative and non-radiative currents. This is
normally done separately as it is extremely difficult to model them
simultaneously. The non-radiative current depends on the threshold carrier
density required for laser threshold, so let us deal with the radiative
current first.
The radiative current is related to the threshold carrier density, which is given by the 
point of the gain spectrum when the gain equals the losses.
In a forward biased laser diode we can assume that the energy bands are
’flat’ and that under current injection quasi-Fermi levels exist for both the
electrons and holes. This treatment is valid as the intra-band scattering
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time is approximately lO'^  times shorter than the radiative lifetime.
To calculate the gain spectrum we use the linear gain approximation
together with the approximation of parabolic energy bands. The parabolic 
energy dispersion in the growth direction defines the subband energies. To
simplify matters we treat the quantum wells individually, and neglect any
coupling of the envelope functions between the wells.
The material parameters for the well are then input into the expression
for the gain and the 2-D linear gain for the material is found for an initial
volume carrier density N^, We then increment by an iterative procedure 
until the following condition is met:
-  0
Before we proceed to consider the rest of the calculation, let us look 
at how the optical confinement factor (F) changes with pressure.
Optical confinement.
The optical confinement factor F is the proportion of coupling of the
square of the stimulated electric field to the active region of the device.
In a quantum well laser the individual wells are the centres for optical
gain and this restriction makes the evaluation of F much more difficult. 
There is only one method to calculate F. However, depending on the 
approximations made, there are two different results. The first assumes that
when the total well width is of negligible thickness to the guiding region 
width then the optical confinement depends only on the cladding and barrier 
layers. The second method uses a mean refractive index for the wells and
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barriers.
The first approach we shall use considers that the total well thickness 
is much less than the total barrier and separate confinement region 
thickness. With this assumption the guiding of the laser light now becomes 
dependent simply on the barrier and cladding layers. The optical confinement 
factor is given by [4.6]:
r  =  Y N  L  -  (I )w z
where
_ 4 (n^-nS)'^y --------------- ^
and % o  is the lasing wavelength, nc, nb the cladding layer and barrier layer 
refractive indices respectively.
The second method is based on a simple 3 slab waveguide approach and is 
given by [4.7]:
E = Y ( W ¥ W )  -  m
Y = 2 r  (N w L z +  NbLb)^
n =  (. N w L z n w  +  N b L b n bN w L z  +  J N b L b
The refractive indices are obtained from experimentally measured values 
or alternatively for the cladding and barrier layers the refractive index
below the direct band edge is calculated using the single effective
oscillator model [4.8].
From the expressions for the optical confinement factor we can see that
as the direct band gap increases with pressure and the lasing wavelength
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shortens the optical confinement factor will either increase or decrease.
This change will depend on either the lasing wavelength or the refractive
index change with pressure. If we consider the Drude free electron model, 
the refractive index is directly proportional to the inverse of the band gap,
therefore as the pressure increases the refractive index will decrease. This 
is normally found to be approximately 2 x lO'^/kbar when we consider the 
change in static and dynamic dielectric constants with pressure [4.9]. The 
optical confinement factor depends on the difference in refractive index of 
the cladding and barrier layers. Therefore as the direct band gap pressure 
coefficients of these are quite similar, we ignore the effect of pressure on 
the refractive index in the evaluation of F and assume it changes only due to
the resulting change in lasing wavelength with pressure.
gac, the active region loss.
In long wavelength laser diodes the absorption in the active region is
due to two losses, the background absorption, ie free carrier absorption, and 
the intervalence band absorption. To model the change in intervalence band
absorption with pressure we must consider what affects it.
From chapter 2, we know that the IVBA is linearly dependent on the
carrier density and the transition matrix element between the HH and SO bands. Assuming
that the energy bands are parabolic, the intervalence band absorption becomes proportional
to the HH valence band Fermi function at the
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point of re-absorption in k-space. Assuming Boltzmann statistics the change 
of IVBA with pressure is:
« .m  -  - M  H I  " f r n  /IV b b
where Efv is the heavy hole valence band quasi-Fermi level and Ei the energy 
below the direct band edge at which the re-absorption takes place. This is 
given simply by:
H‘ = ( h ( 0  - A ) mso
 ^ m hh  - mso
Non-radiative loss.
To find the non-radiative loss and how it changes with pressure we must 
look at the expressions from chapter 2 for Auger recombination.
We shall assume that Auger recombination is the only non-radiative loss 
and that its pressure dependence is due to the change in its threshold energy 
term and the carrier density with pressure. The Auger rate is proportional 
to the Auger coefficient Cp and is given by:
Cr = N\Cpth
We shall consider that the value of C in bulk In„ ^  Ga As isp 0.53 0.47
approximately 1 ± 0 . 2  x lO'^^cm^/s, which is roughly the value obtained by
Haug et al [4.10] using Auger rate expressions and band structure
calculations that take the spin orbit band into account. We shall then
evaluate our 2-D Auger coefficients from this value using the 2-D Auger
conversion factor developed by Burt et al [4.4].
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Once the radiative and non-radiative rates have been obtained at one 
pressure the threshold current is simply the sum of these two rates times the 
active layer thickness and the charge on the electron. The pressure is then 
incremented, the new band gaps and effective masses obtained, and the 
procedure repeats itself until the new threshold current is obtained.
4.3.2 The external efficiency.
The external efficiency as shown in chapter 2 is given by:
T1 = n l  / L  In ( 1 / R )
*d i i ’a a c  + ( l - T ) a e x  + 1 / L  ln(I/R)
To model the external efficiency with pressure we assume n. the internal 
efficiency above threshold is equal to one and that the change in is due
to the change in active region losses. However, this may not necessarily be 
the case if we take into account non-lineai* gain effects, because the carrier 
density will not be pinned at threshold, but instead saturate very quickly 
[4.11]. Initially, for simplicity, we shall assume n. = 1 and discuss the 
possibility of it deviating from this case later.
Once the threshold current variation is fitted it is checked by
comparing how the input parameters then change the variation of T]^ .
4.3.3 Lasing wavelength.
The lasing wavelength is given simply by the position of the peak gain
in the gain spectrum at a carrier density N^. This depends on the energy 
positions of the confined states, the number of confined states and the
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threshold carrier density.
To account for the observed discrepancy between the experimental and 
theoretical lasing wavelengths we introduce a phenomenological band gap 
renormalisation energy AEg [4.12], This term is believed to be due to 
coulombic carrier-carrier screening and depends on approximately the cubic 
root of the carrier density. To fit the data we introduce AEg directly into 
the evaluation of the gain spectrum as:
AEg = -b X 10'*x eVg th
Once the lasing wavelength is fitted for the zero pressure value the 
variation of ^  is determined from the values needed to fit I and Ti .th ‘d
4.3.4. The To value.
To find the characteristic temperature we now have to consider the 
temperature dependence of the gain spectrum and the loss mechanisms.
The gain spectrum depends on the Fermi functions and the gain condition, 
with the radiative rate also depending on the lasing wavelength energy. The 
threshold current is thus governed by these three factors in the absence of
losses. The lasing wavelength changes with temperature because of the change 
in direct band gap, due to the electron-phonon interaction and the change in
lattice constant.
The Auger recombination temperature dependence is introduced by the
change in the dependence of exp of the Auger rate equation, whilst the
intervalence band absorption is governed by the expression:
« i ( î l  = ( 1 - 4 ^  (300-T)) a^ggOK)
6 8
where ^  is taken as 0.46% K"^  [4.13].
4.4. Lattice matched InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW laser diodes.
In this section we studied InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW laser diodes of the same
structure but of various lengths, concentrating on 300|im long devices as 
these are the devices of most commercial interest. All the devices were 
tested in the piston and cylinder pressure system at room temperature,
4.4.1. Device structure.
The devices tested were ridge waveguide lasers grown by MOVPE and processed at
BTRL. The lasers were supplied in chip form by Simon Ritchie.
The devices consisted of eight 9 nm wide In^^^Ga^^^As wells with seven
15nm wide In^^„Ga„„ As„ P , barrier layers sandwiched between a 25nm wide0.73 0.27 0.6 0.4 ■'
Separate confinement region. The devices were grown on
U* /  .3 \j* Â € i U»0 U .4
n  ^ InP substrates which were sulphur doped to a concentration of 10^  ^ cm'^.
The p^ InP cladding layer grown above the active region was doped with zinc
to a concentration of 1 x lO^^cm' .^ An InGaAs capping layer was then grown 
above this and the chips etched into ridge waveguide structures with typical 
stripe widths of 2-5|im.
4.4.2. Material parameters.
Well offsets and facet reflectivity.
AE = 0.054 eV AE = 0.137 eV R = 0.15 (oil)
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Well material.
m 0.041
m = 0.460hh
m = 0.048In
m = 0.118so
= 10.9 meV/kbar 
E = 0.75 eVg
A = 0.36 eV
n = 3.55ac = 2.0 X 10 "/kbar
Barrier material.
m
m.hh
m.Ih
0.056
0.508
0.049
m = 0 . 1 2 0so
= 9.84 meV/kbar 
E = 0.95 eVg
A = 0.26 eV
n = 3.27b
cladding layer. 
n = 3.17
4.5 InGaAs/InGaAsP device results.
4.5.1 Threshold current and efficiency.
In this section we shall look at the change in threshold current and 
efficiency of 73^%  6 ^ 0  4 laser diodes lattice
matched to InP substrates. We tested three 300|im length devices in the
piston and cylinder pressure system up to a pressure of 6 kbar and found the 
threshold current to decrease by approximately 25-35% of its initial value,
with a corresponding increase in external differential efficiency of 30-70%.
From the device structure we find that the total well width is
approximately 40% of the guide region thickness. We will therefore use the
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second type of confinement factor (II) to find F, which gives a confinement 
factor of approximately 0.15 at zero kbar.
For Auger recombination, we apply a 2-D conversion factor so that we can 
compare the fitted values with bulk Auger coefficients that have been
previously calculated. The 2-D conversion factor is given by [4.4]:
■2/' \ -1 /2 / T? AC.chsh(3D) r S(koLz)VV  2mhh -H mi Eg - A F '" 8
C,chsh(2D) [ 6 7Ï j 2 mh h + me -msoJ [ k^ i j 9T7t
where S (k o L z) is a dimensionless integral which can be solved by contour 
integration and tends to 6 ti for large well widths. Using the material 
parameters from section (4.4.2) we can plot S (k o L z) against L z  and this is
shown in figure (4.5.1). For L z  of 9nm we find that the ratio of the bulk to
quantum well Auger coefficients is approximately 0.75. For the IVBA we shall 
use a value of which fits the pressure dependence and is a reasonable
value. The validity of inputting an IVBA coefficient into the evaluation of 
the threshold current and external efficiency dependence, is that the 
external efficiency is pressure dependent and that the E  ^ + A emission is
linearly dependent on the photon density above threshold [4.13]. Let us now 
look at the results for the 300|im lasers.
Length = 300)im.
Of the three 300|am length devices, two were tested at a temperature of
292 ± 1 K and the other at a temperature of 295 ± 1 K. The decrease in 
threshold current with pressure for all three devices is plotted in figure
(4.5.2).
If we consider that there are no intrinsic loss mechanisms occurring in
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figure (4.5.1) This diagram illustrates the value of the S (k o L z) prefactor 
in the evaluation of the 2 ^ D  Auger Coefficients for InGaAs well material of 
various well widths. The solid line is for L z equal to 9nm and gives a value 
of 0.5,
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the devices, the threshold current should increase with pressure as observed
in A1 Ga, As/GaAs laser diodes. We modelled the devices considering there
X 1-x
were no loss mechanisms and found that the threshold current would increase
as we applied hydrostatic pressure and that the devices would have very low
threshold currents densities, (j^ 300 Amps/cm^). This is comparable to
the best Al^Ga  ^^As/GaAs lasers. This pressure variation is shown by the
dotted line in figure (4.5.2).
To fit the threshold current change, we required a 2-D IVBA loss of 100
cm '\per lO^^carriers) and a 2-D CHSH Auger coefficient of 7.1 x 10‘^ ^cmVs.
The Auger coefficient corresponds to an equivalent bulk value of
approximately 10 x lO’^ ^cm /^s. This fit is shown by the solid line in figure
(4.5.2). For the device tested at a temperature of 295 ± 1 K very good
agreement is obtained. Let us now look at the change in external efficiency
with pressure.
For all the devices we find that there is marked increase in external
differential efficiency with pressure, this is believed to be due to the
removal of the intrinsic loss mechanism, intervalence band absorption. The
external efficiency increases sharply in the first 3kbar and then begins to
saturate around 4kbar. The efficiency for two 300|im devices is shown in
figure (4.5.3) together with the calculated efficiency using the and
needed to fit the threshold variation. The calculated external efficiency
increases to approximately 1.3 times its initial value for the loss of
100 cm '\per 10^ )^, as the IVBA is removed. This is shown by the solid line
in figure (4.5.3). From the result of figure (4.5.3), we find that our value
for the intervalence band absorption does not fully account for the change in
external efficiency with pressure when n. is equal to one. The possible
reasons for this are twofold: the limits of the model or the internal
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figure (4.5.2) This diagram shows the pressure dependence of the threshold 
current of InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW lasers at temperatures of 292K and 295K. The 
solid line is the fit at 295K with a  = 100cm'V(10^^) and 
C = 7.1 X 10‘^ ^cmVs. The dashed line is the fit at 292K wherep
o^ivba” 98cm V(10* )^ and is 7.0 x lO^^cm^/s. The dotted line is with no 
losses.
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efficiency is not equal to one.
Let us first consider the limitations of the model. When we assume a
parabolic band structure, a step like density of states function and a
constant intra-band scattering time, the calculated linear gain will be the
’ideal’ case, ie the differential gain will be large. This essentially means
that the active region losses, which are directly proportional to the carrier
density will be underestimated. The removal of the intervalence band
absorption with pressure, will therefore have a smaller affect on the
relative change of external efficiency with increasing hydrostatic pressure.
Essentially, the trend will still be the same, but we will have a smaller
relative change in with pressure for the parabolic case.
The second possibility is that the internal efficiency could deviate 
from one above threshold because of gain saturation effects [4.11]. The
carrier density will not then be pinned at threshold, but instead start to
saturate. This saturation has been observed by Mozer et al [4.14], when
studying the E^+ A emission below and above threshold in l.Sqm InGaAsP bulk
DH lasers. Instead, the internal efficiency gradually reaches one as the
stimulated lifetime tends to zero.
To now test whether the model will be consistent for all device lengths,
we tested a device of length 600jam. We found that the threshold current did
not decrease as much in the 600jJ,m length device in comparison to the shorter
length devices, but the trend in the relative change of external efficiency
with pressure was similar. The change of the threshold current and
efficiency are plotted in figures (4.5.4) and (4.5.5). We find that the fit 
is good and that the less rapid decrease in threshold current with pressure 
for the 600jJ.m long device is due to the change in the threshold gain, which
results in a smaller change in carrier density with pressure.
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figure (4.5,3) Plot of the normalised efficiency of InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW lasers 
at a temperature of 292K. The dashed line represents the fit for
a  = 100cm'\/10^^), when n. is equal to 1.
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figure (4,5.4) This diagram shows the decrease in threshold current for a 
600ftm long device at a temperature of 295K using the same values of loss for 
the smaller length devices.
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4.5.2. Lasing wavelength.
The lasing wavelength decreases as the direct band gap increases with a
corresponding change in the band structure and the gain spectrum. For all 
the InGaAs/InGaAsP MQWs tested the lasing wavelength was observed to decrease 
by approximately 17 ± 1 nm/kbar which corresponds to a change in photon 
energy of 8.8 ± 0.5 meV/kbar. This increase in photon energy does not 
correspond to the direct band gap pressure coefficient of 10.9 ± 0.5 meV/kbar 
measured by photoluminescence on bulk InGaAs [4.15]. To account for this
discrepancy we need to consider three effects:
1. Band gap shrinkage or band gap renormalisation.
2. Movement of the confined states.
3. The gain spectrum.
Band gap shrinkage.
The band gap shrinkage is introduced to match the experimental and
theoretical lasing wavelengths. The band gap shrinkage is proportional to
the cube root of the carrier density times an adjustable parameter b of
order one.
To fit the lasing wavelength of the 300jj.m length devices we required a
value of b = 0.65. To understand how the renormalisation affects theg
pressure dependence of the band gap we need to consider the equation given in
section (4.3.3). Differentiating this expression with respect to the carrier 
density we find that:
d(AE ) = 0.34 ^  dNihg N th
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figure (4.5,5) This plot shows the relative increase in efficiency is 
comparable in the longer length devices to the shorter devices using the same 
values for the losses.
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figure (4.5.6) Variation of the lasing wavelength of two 300p.m length 
devices. The solid line is the fit when IVBA is included.
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where Nth is the threshold carrier density. By considering the change in Nth
with pressure we find that the resulting change in the band gap is less than
0.3 meV/kbar, which does not fully account for the observed discrepancy.
Confined states.
The movement of the confined energy states with respect to the bottom of 
the potential well results from the increase in the effective mass of the
carriers and the decrease in the potential well offset. It has been shown 
previously that only the conduction band offset, AE  ^ changes with pressure, 
the valence band quantum well remaining unaffected [4.16]. The change in the
conduction band quantum well offset then arises directly from the difference
between the direct band gap pressure coefficients of the well and barrier
materials.
For an InGaAs/InGaAsP quantum well the difference in the pressure 
coefficients of the well and barrier layers produces a reduction in AE  ^ of 
approximately 1 meV/kbar. For a 9nm wide well this corresponds to a decrease 
in the confined state energy of 0.5 meV/kbar. The confined state moves
towards the bottom of the potential well. This will alter the lasing 
wavelength, but again does not fully account for the observed lasing
wavelength pressure coefficient.
Gain spectrum.
The lasing wavelength is defined by the position of the peak gain in the 
gain spectrum. The gain spectrum is affected by the previous two effects, 
but also by the change in the optical losses with pressure. In the case
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where there are no loss mechanisms the peak gain position is determined 
solely by the resulting change introduced by the two mechanisms above. The 
lasing wavelength pressure coefficient then becomes virtually equal to the 
direct band gap pressure coefficient as observed in GaAs quantum well lasers
[4.17].
In long wavelength laser diodes the intervalence band absorption plays a 
role in defining the lasing wavelength. At zero kbar the IVBA is large. 
This pushes the lasing wavelength to a shorter wavelength than it would 
operate at in the lossless case (neglecting band shrinkage). Then as the 
pressure increases the IVBA is removed decreasing the rate of change of the 
peak gain (a^) with pressure. The change in lasing wavelength with pressure 
is plotted in figure (4.5.6), the fit is given by the solid line. Using the 
above three effects we obtain good agreement between experiment and theory.
4.5.3 Characteristic temperature To.
We measured the change in threshold current and external efficiency for
all three 300|xm length devices in castor oil over the approximate temperature 
range 292K to 340K. For all the 300|am length devices we found that their To
values were approximately 58 ± 5 K, and these results are plotted in figure
(4.5.7). The external efficiency is also observed to decrease by
approximately 50% as the temperature increases to 340K or 55®C.
Using the values of and necessary to fit the lasing wavelength,
efficiency and threshold current we find that the theoretical To value for 
the 300|Lira length devices is 54K and this is shown by the solid line in figure
(4.5.7). From our calculations from the model we find that even for very 
long devices, ie 1500qm and 2500|im the temperature dependence tends to a
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figure (4.5.7) Plot of temperature dependence of threshold current above room temperature 
for two 30Qfjm long devices. The solid line is the theoretical calculation using the IVBA and
Cp needed to fit the pressure dependence.
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figure (4.5,8) Variation of To as a function of cavity length using the
parameters needed by the model indicating the To converges at long lengths to 
a value of 73K.
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minimum value or maximum To of approximately 73K. The characteristic 
temperature is plotted for various length of devices in figure (4.5.8)
indicating that removing or reducing the intrinsic losses, intervalence band 
absorption and Auger recombination is the only way to reduce the temperature 
sensitivity.
To confirm that the intrinsic losses are the cause of this temperature
sensitivity and that they occur only in the active region of the devices let 
us now look at devices with the same well material, but different barrier 
material.
4.6. Lattice matched InGaAs/InGaAIAs MQW laser diodes.
In this next section we have studied 53^%  53^%  27^^0 2 ^^
MQW laser devices where aluminium replaces phosphorus in the growth of the
barrier layer increasing the barrier band gap to 1.13 eV and increasing the
conduction and valence band offsets to 262 and 118 meV respectively. This
should significantly reduce any excitation out of the quantum well or loss
over the heterobarrier and show whether or not this has a predominant effect 
on the temperature sensitivity.
4.6.1. Device structure.
The devices tested were ridge waveguide lasers grown by MOCVD and processed at
STC Harlow. The lasers were supplied in chip form by James Whiteaway.
The devices consisted of four In , Ga , As quantum wells of width 18nm0.53 0.47 ^
and three In^^^Ga^^^Al^^As barriers of width 5nm which are sandwiched in
between two O.ll^Am Ino53Gao.27Alo.2As separate confinement layers. The well width was
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determined after the growth from the emission wavelength. The devices were
grown on n  ^InP substrates doped with sulphur to a concentration of 10^ ^
cm'^. The p^ InP cladding layer grown above the active region was doped with
zinc to concentration of 1 x 10^  ^ cm'^. Above this an InGaAs capping layer 
was grown and the devices etched into ridge waveguide structures with typical
stripe widths of 2-3jLtm.
4.6.2. Material parameters.
When we change the barrier material to In Ga A1 As the conduction
l - x - y  X y
band offset of the quantum well, and direct band gap will increase with
greater aluminium content. This has the advantage of changing the AE :AE  ^
ratio, increasing AE  ^ so that any excitation out of the quantum well should
be reduced. We therefore can test whether thermal excitation out of the well
or leakage to the cladding layer is significant by growing a device with this
barrier material.
Well offsets and reflectivity.
AE = 262 meV AE = 118 meV R = 0.15 (oil)C V
Well material. 
see section (4.4.2.)
Barrier material.
m = 0.058 ^  = 9.84 tneV/kbar = 0.050 A = 0.34c U r  Ih
m = 0.52 Eg = 1.13 eV m = 0.120 n = 3.27hh so b
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4.7. InGaAs/InGaAlAs device results.
4.7.1. Threshold current and efficiency.
In this section we have tested two In^^,Ga^^ As/In „ G a^ A l^ A s0.53 0.47 0.53 0.27 0.2
MQW lasers of length 780pm lattice matched to InP substrates. The devices
were tested in the piston and cylinder pressure system at a temperature of
295 ± 1 K. The threshold current was observed to decrease by approximately 
32% of its initial value in 6 kbar for both devices, with a corresponding
increase in external efficiency of 30-70%.
From the device structure we find that the total well width is 
approximately 26% of the total active layer width, we will therefore use the 
second type of confinement factor (II).
To fit the threshold current and efficiency dependence we used a 2-D 
Auger coefficient of 1.2 x lO'^^cmVs calculated for a well width of 18nm
from the value needed to fit the In^ ^ ^Ga  ^ 73^%  27^^o 6^0 4
lasers, together with a 2-D IVBA loss of 80 ( /lO^^) cm '\ The results for 
both devices are shown in figure (4.7.1) together with the theoretical fit. 
From this we find that good agreement is again obtained.
For the normalised efficiency, we again find that the external
efficiency increases quite sharply in the first 3kbar and then saturates
around 4kbar. This is similar to the change observed in the InGaAs/InGaAsP
MQW structures. This increase in T]^  as we apply hydrostatic pressure, again
indicates that IVBA is removed from the InGaAs active region. The calculated 
normalised external efficiency for the 2-D IVBA loss of 80cm'\/10^^) is
shown by the solid line in figure (4.7.2).
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figure (4.7.1) Threshold current vs pressure for two InGaAs/InGaAlAs MQW 
lasers at a temperature of 295K. The solid line represents a fit using
% ba“  80cm‘V(10'®) and C = 12.1 x lO'^’cm^/s.
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4.7.2. Lasing wavelength.
The lasing wavelength of both devices was observed to decrease byj 
17 ± 1 nm/kbar in 6kbar. The change in lasing wavelength again does not 
correspond to the direct band gap pressure coefficient of bulk InGaAs and is 
similar to the change observed in the InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW laser diodes.
To fit the device results we again considered the three effects listed  ^
in section (4.5.2) and to fit the initial lasing wavelength of the devices we
required a value of b^  = 0.9 for the band gap shrinkage. The device results
are shown in figure (4.7.3), with the solid line showing the fit using an. 3
IVBA loss of 80 cm'V(10'*) and a C of 12.1 x 10'^’ cm*/s. We find thati
i :reasonable agreement is obtained. I ;
If
I
4.7.3. Characteristic temperature T o . ^
We measured the threshold current and external efficiency of both 780p.m 
long devices in castor oil over the approximate temperature range 292K to 
340K, For one device we obtained a T o value of 58 ± 6 K and the other 
62 ± 5 K, both of which are plotted in figure (4.7.4). Using the values of
a^ vBA Auger loss required to fit the rj^, and lasing wavelength we
obtained a T o value of 55 K for the devices. This is shown by the solid line
in figure (4.7.4).
These results are a good indication that the losses occur solely in the 
active region of the device, and that thermal excitation out of the quantum 
well is not a predominant form of loss. As the well material is the same for 
both lasers the only difference between the quantum wells is AE ,^ the 
conduction
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figure (4.7.2) Plot of the normalised efficiency for both InGaAs/InGaAlAs MQW 
lasers, the solid line representing the theoretical calculation for the data.
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band offset. These are calculated to be approximately 56meV and 262meV for
the InGaAsP and InGaAlAs barrier region structures respectively. This
indicates that thermal excitation out of the well is not a dominant form of
loss as the threshold current still decreases with increasing pressure, the
efficiency still increases and the To value is approximately the same.
4.8. Sum m ary and conclusions.
From studying both types of laser structure we find that the reduction 
in threshold current, the increase in efficiency, the decrease in lasing 
wavelength and the low To values of InGaAs lasers can be well described by 
the two intrinsic temperature sensitive loss mechanisms of intervalence band
absorption and Auger recombination.
To fit the observed experimental trends we calculated the 2-D Auger 
coefficients using their respective conversion factors assuming that the 3-D
value was approximately 10 ± 2 x lO'^^cm^/s for the Auger loss [4.10]. The 
value for the intervalence band absorption was then included in the
calculation to fit the measured pressure dependence of the threshold current.
The intervalence band losses of 100 and 80 cm'VlO^^ required for the two 
different structures are approximately double the value obtained by Childs et 
al [4.13] for bulk In Ga As using pseudopotential band structures. 
This could be because the ratio of the 2-D to 3-D IVBA coefficient should 
increase in value as the well width decreases as shown by Asada et al [4.3]
for InGaAs/InP lasers.
We also found that when the barrier material was changed and the 
conduction band quantum well depth increased, the change in the laser 
characteristics as hydrostatic pressure was applied were unaffected. This is
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figure (4.7.3) Variation of the lasing wavelength as a function of pressure. 
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a strong indication that excitation out of the quantum well is not a
predominant form of loss.
In this chapter we found that the pressure and temperature dependence of
the threshold current, the efficiency and lasing wavelength could be
understood by considering the two intrinsic loss mechanisms of intervalence
band absorption and Auger recombination occurring solely in the active region
of the devices. We obtained reasonable agreement between experiment and 
theory which explained the observed changes in the device characteristics
with hydrostatic pressure and temperature. We based our fittings of the data
on bulk values of the losses which had previously been calculated elsewhere.
The agreement we obtained indicates that the change in dimensionality of the
electron gas does not affect the absolute magnitude of the intrinsic loss
mechanisms and that a modification of the band structure is required to
improve the device performance.
In the next chapter we shall study the effect of strain on the band
structure of a device and see how this affects the intrinsic loss mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 5.
strained-layer InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW laser diodes.
5.1. Introduction.
The development of quantum well lasers and the discovery that the device
performance and characteristic temperature did not improve with the reduction 
in the dimensionality of the electron gas, has stimulated interest into the
growth of lattice mis-matched systems.
The introduction of strain into thin epilayers has been predicted to
radically alter the basic electronic properties of III-V semiconductor
materials. The effect of strain is to decouple the light-hole and heavy-hole 
valence bands in the bulk band structure giving rise to a highly anisotropic
valence band structure.
The initial growth of strained layers has concentrated on strained
quantum wells, although strained-layer superlattices have been grown and
attention is also being given to strain in bulk devices.
The effect of compressive strain in a layer as has been pointed out in
chapter 2 gives rise to a heavy-hole like dispersion» in the growth direction, 
which determines the confinement energy and a light-hole like dispersion in
the plane of the quantum well. This light-hole like nature has been predicted
to virtually eliminate the intrinsic loss mechanisms in long wavelength laser
diodes and lead to less temperature sensitive devices [5.1].
The device structure we have studied was initially designed by Ghiti et 
al [5.2] and was predicted to offer a considerable improvement over
conventional lattice-matched MQW devices. This structure was first
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successfully grown by Thijs et al [5.3] who reported a To value as high as
97K for one of the devices.
We have used hydrostatic pressure to study compressive strained-layer 
and bulk lasers, which were provided by Thijs, in a high pressure Cu-Be Cell
with a sapphire window. It was found previously in chapter 4 that the
decrease in threshold current with pressure of unstrained 1.55|im InGaAs
quantum well devices was equivalent to that found in bulk 1.55pm devices.
This allows us to make a fair comparison between bulk, unstrained and
strained-layer devices. For the strained-layer lasers we found that the 
threshold current decreased less rapidly with pressure in comparison to the
bulk lasers operating at the same wavelength. We also found the external 
efficiency for the strained-layer lasers was pressure independent indicating 
that intervalence band absorption has been removed.
We have modelled this in terms of an effective mass model and we have
obtained reasonable agreement. Let us now proceed to describe the device
structure and the modifications required by our effective mass model.
5.2 Modifications to device model.
To best illustrate how we can modify our effective mass model for a
strained quantum well laser, let us return to the coupled envelope function
Hamiltonian for the light and heavy-hole valence bands given in chapter 2,
and then reduce it to a simpler form:
^(Hhh + V + S ) W ] fFhh] _ _ [Fhh]
 ^ W (Hih + V - S ) [FihJ "  ^  [FihJ
If we solve the determinant of this matrix assuming that the envelope
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functions are plane wave states, we obtain the solutions:
± i  f fHhh - Hih + sjT 4WW* jE = V + "V J L
If we then assume that the strain energy is much larger than the
coupling term W, ie S »  W, the heavy and light-hole bands decouple leading 
to:
= H 4- V + S With S +ve for compressive strainhh h h
Ejh = Hih + V - S S -ve for tensile strain
We can then cast the valence band Hamiltonians H.., into an effectivey
mass form with the in-plane effective mass of the heavy-hole band being
light-hole like and vice-versa, ie:
„  _ h^k? , h ^k l i = h or 1
ih 2m(t) 2m(z) j = 1 or hin jh
This anisotropy of the bulk band structure will alter the depth of the 
quantum wells of the light and heavy-hole bands respectively. To evaluate
the new offsets for the LH and HH bands let us again look at the model solid
method [5.4].
The valence band offset is defined as shown previously by an average 
energy E^^  ^ for all three valence bands and the spin-orbit splitting A.
With the addition of strain, the light-hole and heavy-hole bands in the
growth direction are shifted with respect to the unstrained valence band edge 
by an amount S, where S is the strain energy. The depth of the potential
wells are now:
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A » . = K .V +  ï  4  -
A ,h  = ï  4  - K ' +  i  ^ ■ t  )
Where the average energy of the valence band for a ternary material is given 
by:
E (A B C) = xE (AC) + (l-x)E (BC) + 3x(l-x)Aa.e„v ,a v ' X l -x  v ,g  V v .a  V  ^ "
and A a is the difference in the hydrostatic deformation potentials and Ej, the
strain in the layer.
With these two simple ideas we now model our strained-layer laser by
simply summing the gain spectrum over the light-hole and heavy-hole confined
states with their corrected well depths, for transitions between states with 
the same quantum number.
When we apply hydrostatic pressure to a strained-layer we shall assume 
that the in-plane and growth direction lattice constants change in such a way 
as to keep the amount of strain in the layer constant. We shall assume that 
the in-plane light-hole like dispersion of the HH band is pressure 
independent.
5.3. InGaAs/InGaAsP strained MQW (1.8% compressive strain).
In this section we have studied three 1.8% compressively strained layer
lasers of length 780pm, 520pm and 500pm. The 500pm laser was high
reflectivity coated with silver to dramatically reduce the facet losses. All 
the devices were tested in the low temperature Cu-Be cell and a comparison
9 6
with bulk 1.55pm InGaAsP DH laser diodes was made.
It was found that in the strained-layer lasers the external efficiency 
was pressure independent and this is attributed to the elimination of 
intervalence band absorption in these structures. We modelled the change in 
device characteristics with pressure and obtained quite good agreement to 
confirm this.
A preliminary high pressure low temperature study was done on the 1.55pm 
bulk laser. The change in threshold and efficiency over a 6kbar pressure 
range was attributed to the reduction in the intrinsic losses IVBA and Auger 
recombination.
5.3.1. Material parameters.
Well offsets and reflectivity
AE = 283meVc AE = 137meV R = 0.21
Well material
m 0.037
m a )  = 0.460 
m ^ { ^ )  = 0.034
m =  0.120
= 9.8 meV/kbar 
E = 0.53 eVg
A = 0.39 eV 
n = 3.55
m ji i )  = 0.15 
m^(") = 0.46
dn v-3,^  = 2.0 X 10'7kbar
strain energy S = 65 meV AE = 90 meV
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Barrier material. 
see section (4.4.2) 
Cladding material. 
see section (4.4.2)
5.3.2. Strained layer laser device structure.
The devices tested were supplied by P.J.A Thijs of Philips at Eindhoven in unbonded 
processed chip form. They were double channelled planar buried heterostructure lasers
(DCPBH) grown by LP OMVPE.
The devices consisted of four 3nm In Ga As wells, with three 20nm0.8 0.2
^^0 7 3^%  2 7 ^ ^ 0  6 ^ 0  4 barrier layers sandwiched between a 40nm
In^ .ygGa^  27^^ % 6 ^ 0  4 separate confinement region. The devices were
grown on (001) n"^  InP substrates doped with sulphur to a concentration of 
lO^^cm’^ . The separate confinement and barrier layers are doped with zinc to 
a concentration of 5 x lO^^cm'  ^ with the p^ InP layer doped to the same 
level. The devices were etched and current blocking layers grown using LPE. 
The stripe widths were approximately 2pm.
5.4. InGaAs/InGaAsP strained MQW device results.
5.4.1. Threshold current and efficiency.
The devices were tested in a high pressure low temperature Cu-Be cell 
which was situated in the cold space of an Oxford instruments liquid nitrogen 
cooled bath cryostat. The threshold current and efficiency of the devices 
were measured at a temperature of 295 ± 1 K and the threshold current was
9 8
observed to drop by approximately 13-18% of its initial value in 6kbar. The
results for all three devices are shown in figure (5.4.1).
To compare the Auger recombination in the bulk material and strained 
material we will again use the 2-D conversion factor given in section
(4.5.1), but replace the heavy-hole effective mass by an in-plane effective
mass of 0.15m .^ The value of the S (koL z)^  prefactor for the 2-D conversion 
with this effective mass is shown in figure (5.4.2) as a function of well
width. This shows that for a 3 nm wide quantum well the ratio of the quantum
to bulk Auger rates is approximately 0.32.
For the intervalence band absorption we shall assume that the reduction 
in valence band mixing and confinement of the carriers to small wave vectors 
virtually eliminates this effect.
Length = 780 and 520pm.
To model the devices we assumed an ’ideal’ valence band structure with 
an in-plane effective mass of 0.15m^ and that the 1.8% strain produced a
strain splitting energy (S) of approximately 65meV, corresponding to an axial
deformation potential of 1.78 eV. We also neglected any mixing effects of
the valence subbands.
With this valence band structure the light-hole cap extends over a large 
portion of the zone centre, approximately 8% and increases the differential
gain quite considerably compared to bulk and unstrained quantum well
material. A comparison of the linear gain for different InGaAs active layers
is shown in figure (5.4,3).
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The change in threshold current in 6kbar for the 780pm and 520pm lasers 
is shown in figure (5.4.4). To fit the threshold current dependence we
required a 2-D CHSH Auger loss of 3.5 x lO'^^cmVs and assumed that the 2-D
intervalence band absorption was equal to zero. These fits are shown by the
solid and dotted lines in figure (5.4.4). We obtain reasonable agreement^but let
us now look at what happens to the external efficiency.
The variation of the external efficiency was found to be approximately 
pressure independent after being normalised for the responsivity of the 
detector. This is shown in figure (5.4.5) for the 520pm and 780pm lasers. To 
understand this, let us look at the equation for the external efficiency, ie:
g J
If we assume that the intervalence band absorption has been removed from 
the laser then a  is constant with pressure. The external efficiency, T|^  will 
thus become constant only if the linear gain and the internal efficiency do 
not change with pressure.
The threshold gain is reduced very slightly with pressure as the optical 
confinement factor increases due to the change in lasing wavelength. The 
change in F  from 0.024 to 0.026 produces a corresponding change in g of 
approximately 3%. We can therefore assume that the change in T)^  is mainly 
affected only by the internal efficiency, n..
The internal efficiency we have assumed is proportional to:
_ No. o f  photons produced ^  r . Xrad i Drive Current “  [ Xnon-rad J
where the drive current is the total current and the no. of photons produced
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figure (5.4.3) This figure shows the calculated variation of gain with carrier density for the 
bulk, quantum well and strained quantum well lasers considered in the text.
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is equal to the radiative current. Below threshold it has been shown that
the drive current is governed by Auger recombination [5.5]. Hence the
internal efficiency below threshold is proportional to the Auger 
recombination and spontaneous emission rates, ie:
3 .  -1
J -  (5.1)J'rsp(H)dK
Above threshold the internal efficiency depends on the stimulated lifetime of 
the injected carriers, which to a simple approximation allows us to put 
n. = 1. This is not entirely true, as we have neglected gain saturation
effects [5.6]. The Auger rate instead continues to increase above threshold 
until the carrier density saturates [5.5]. Then far above threshold the 
intervalence band absorption begins to dominate the light output. We find 
that when the internal efficiency is assumed equal to one and is pressure
independent, good agreement is obtained, this is shown by the solid line in 
figure (5.4.5) .
High reflectivity (H.R) 500|j,m device.
One device was high reflectivity coated to dramatically decrease the 
mirror losses a^. One facet was coated with a 90% silver reflecting coating,
the other with a 60% reflecting coating. On emersion in the pressure medium 
the change in facet reflectivity is now minimal.
The device was tested at a temperature of 295 ± 1 K and its threshold 
current found to decrease by approximately 12-17% of its initial value in 
6kbar. This shows that the pressure dependence of the threshold current and
inherent temperature sensitivity is dependent on the threshold carrier
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density. To fit the change in threshold current with pressure, we again 
required an Auger loss of 3.5 x lO'^^cmVs and no IVBA. The device results
are shown in figure (5.4.6), the solid line represents the fit.
The efficency was again observed to be constant with pressure and this 
is again due to the elimination of intervalence band absorption. Essentially 
the H.R coating gives long length device stability, but with shorter length
devices and lower threshold currents.
5.4.2. Lasing wavelength.
The lasing wavelength of each device is now very dependent on the 
average well width of the quantum wells and the gain spectrum. The lasing 
wavelength for all three devices was found to decrease by approximately
17.5 ± 1 nm/kbar. This corresponds closely to the interpolated direct band 
gap pressure coefficient taken from values measured on strained InAs of
8.5 ± 0,5 meV/kbar [5.7] and unstrained In ..Ga As of 10.9 ± 0.5 meV/kbar
[5.8]. This also indicates that IVBA is removed from the laser since the 
lasing wavelength pressure coefficient is now similar to the interpolated 
direct band gap pressure coefficent as found in Al^Ga^ ^As/GaAs lasers. For
the 520jLim long device the lasing wavelength was observed to switch between
two points approximately lOnm apart in wavelength at a pressure of 1-2 kbar
which we could not account for. These are shown in figure (5.4.7) by the
stars.
To fit the measured pressure dependence of the lasing wavelength we 
neglected band shrinkage and assumed b  ^ = 0. To match the operating 
wavelengths we assumed the well widths of the 780[im and 500|im (high
reflectivity coated) lasers were 3nm and the 520|im device had an average well
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figure (5.4.7) The change in lasing wavelength for SOOptm, 520|im  and 780p.m 
lasers. The solid line and dashed line represents the fit assuming a  = 0 and 
band shrinkage equal to zero.
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width of 2.9nm because of well width fluctuations. The change in lasing
wavelengths is shown in figure (5.4.7), the solid lines representing the fits 
to the data.
5,4.3. Characterisitc temperature To.
The characteristic temperatures of the 780pm and 500pm (H.R) lasers were
measured to be 68 ± 3K and 70 ± 3K respectively. These are plotted in figure
(5.4.8). Using the 2-D Auger loss required to fit the pressure dependence we
found it gave a T o value of approximately 68K for both devices. This is 
shown by the solid line in figure (5.4.8). For the shorter length device a 
lower T o of 58 ± 3K was measured. This is probably due to the larger
threshold carrier density required to reach threshold. Assuming the same 
value for the Auger loss as in the longer length device, we obtained a value 
for the T o of 63 K for this device and this is shown by the solid line in
figure (5.4.9).
To improve the characteristic temperature we need to increase the 
optical confinement or increase the device length. By growing devices with a 
larger number of wells we can increase the optical confinement, T  and hence
raise the T o value at the expense of a larger threshold current. This 
increase in T o with length and well number has been measured by P.J.A.Thijs of IPhilips
[5.9] and these results for 4 , 6  and 8 wells are shown in figure (5.4.10). The highest T o value 
measured of approximately 100 K is found for devices with 8 wells, which 
remains fairly constant down to a device length of 500pm.
We therefore find that large T o values can be obtained which approach 
those found in lossless lasers by a suitable incorporation of strain in the
active region of the device and design of the laser structure for maximum
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optical guidance.
5.5. Comparison with bulk InGaAsP DH laser diodes.
The bulk DH devices tested were In^ Ga^ As^ P , double channeled0.6 0.4 0.9 0.1
buried heterostructure lasers with a similar structure to the DCPBH strained
devices. The active region width was 0.2|im with a stripe width of 2pm and a
typical threshold current of 30mA (corresponding to a threshold current
density of approximately 2.7 kAmps/cm^).
5.5.1. Bulk laser material parameters.
active region
m
m.hh
m
mIh
= 0.045 
= 0.440 
=  0.120 
= 0.057
%  = 10.65meV/kbar 
Eg = 0.8eV 
A = 0.34eV
n 3.55 R = 0.21
cladding region
m
m.hh
m..Ih
m
= 0.080 
= 0.640 
=  0.12 
=  0.10
^  = 8.5 ±0.5 meV/kbar 
Eg = 1.35eV 
A = 0.10
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5.5.2. Comparison of threshold current and efficiency.
For the InGaAsP bulk DH devices the threshold current was found to 
decrease by approximately 25-30% of its initial value in 6kbar. This is 
approximately 10% more than found for the 1.8% compressively strained-layer 
lasers. A comparison of threshold current change for both types of device is 
shown in figure (5.5.1).
To fit the bulk threshold current dependence we required an intervalence 
band absorption coefficent of 50 cm’V(10^ ®), an external loss of 20 cm'^ and 
an Auger coefficient of 10.0 x lO'^^cm /^s. This is shown by the solid line 
in figure (5.5.1). As we can see good agreement is obtained, and the 
computed threshold current density of 3.2KAmps/cm^ is quite close to the 
experimental value. If we now compare the pressure dependence of the threshold current of
the strained layer laser we find that it still decreases quite markedly, indicating a strong
dependence on the Auger recombination. The difference we observe between the two types
of laser, we believe is due to the removal of the intervalence band absorption. We believe
the strain predominantly alters the temperature dependence of the Auger recombination.
If we now compare the difference in external differential efficiency we 
find a large difference between the two types of device. The normalised 
efficiency for the bulk laser increases quite dramatically, doubling in value 
within the first 4kbar after which it saturates. This has also been observed
by Mozer et al [5.10] for 1.3pm InGaAsP bulk DH lasers The external 
efficiency of the strained device on the other hand is virtually pressure 
independent. Both these results are shown in figure (5.5.2). This
difference in pressure dependence of both the threshold current and
efficiency is believed to be due to the removal of intervalence band
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absorption in the strained-layer laser.
5,5.3. C haracteristic  tem peratu re  To.
To try and understand why the measured To of the strained-layer device 
is comparable to the value found in bulk devices we must look at the terms 
which govern the temperature dependence.
For the bulk laser its temperature dependence is governed by Auger and 
IVBA, while the strained laser is believed to be governed by Auger only. If 
we look at the exponential threshold condition for . Auger recombination, we 
find that it is governed by the band gaps and effective masses, ie:
exp - ms o Eg - A2mhh + me - mso k,Tb
As the strained quantum well band gap (Hg(QW) = Eg + Ed + Ehhi) and spin
orbit gap do not differ mai'kedly from the bulk InGaAsP band gaps, the dominant change
occurs in the effective mass of the HH band. strained-layer
laser the effective mass changes as we go out from the zone centre, but on
average can be assumed to be approximately 0.1 - 0.25 mo. This is half the
value for the bulk device and accordingly increases the rate of change of the 
threshold energy term with temperature. To improve the temperature 
dependence in the strained-layer lasers we find that we only needed to
increase the optical confinement factor, as shown previously in figure
(5.4.10), which reduces and hence decreases the temperature dependence.
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5.5.4. Preliminary high-pressure low-temperature study.
To further show that the temperature sensitivity of long wavelength
laser diodes is governed by intervalence band absorption and Auger
recombination, we have tested a 780p.m bulk InGaAsP DH laser at a temperature
of 293K and 250K as a function of hydrostatic pressure. The threshold
current is found to decrease to approximately 70% of its initial value at
293K in 6kbar, while at 250K it decreases by a smaller amount to
approximately 80% of its initial value. The external efficiency
correspondingly increases to approximately 1.7 and 1.2 of its initial value at 293K 
and 250K in 6kbar at their respective temperatures, but begins to decrease at
the higher pressures. These results are shown in figures (5.5.3) and (5.5.4)
respectively. The efficiency measurement is very sensitive to the optics,
because of the low light level hitting the detector ( several p.W ). The
scatter in the efficiency measurement in figure (5.5.4) for the low
temperature run we believe could therefore be due to movement in the
preliminary optics arrangement, loss of pressure inside the cell because of
the long run time to reach 6Kbar (=^ 8 hours) or scattering of light inside
the cell as the pentane mixture approaches its pressure freezing point.
For these preliminary low temperature high pressure results we assumed
the same IVBA loss of 50 cm’V(10^ )^ and Auger coefficient of 10 x lO’^ ^cmVs
to fit the data at 293K. We then reduced each loss accordingly by its
temperature coefficient and corrected the threshold gain for the change in
optical confinement with wavelength. The fits are shown by the solid and 
dotted lines in figure (5.5.3). If we assumed there were no loss mechanisms
the threshold current would increase with pressure at any temperature.
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This reduction in threshold current and efficiency variation with
pressure as we decrease the temperature further shows that the temperature
sensitivity of the threshold current in long wavelength laser diodes is
controlled by intervalence band absorption and Auger recombination.
5.6. Sum m ary and conclusions.
In this chapter we studied the effect of hydrostatic pressure on the 
device characteristics of 1.8% compressively strained-layer lasers and bulk 
DH InGaAsP 1.55fim lasers. We found that the threshold current change in the 
strained-layer lasers with pressure was less than in bulk devices operating 
at the same wavelength and there was a radical difference between the 
dependences of the external differential efficiency. In the strained-layer 
device the efficiency was found to be virtually pressure independent and this 
was assumed to be due to the elimination of intervalence band absorption in
the devices. We modelled the device characteristics in terms of the
intrinsic loss mechanisms using effective mass theory and found that to 
explain the variation of efficiency with pressure required us to assume IVBA 
is removed from the strained-layer laser and the internal efficiency was 
equal to one.
We found that in the strained-layer lasers the T o values were similar to
those in bulk devices and we believe this must be due to the more rapid 
change of the exponential threshold energy term with temperature. It was 
found that by increasing the optical confinement factor by increasing the 
number of wells improved the T o  value.
We also made a preliminary investigation of the high pressure low
temperature characteristics of the bulk devices and found that the threshold
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current and external efficiency decreased less as the temperature was reduced 
to 250K. This further shows that the temperature sensitivity problem in long 
wavelength lasers is due to IVBA and Auger recombination.
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CHAPTER 6.
Feasibility of laser emission in the InAsSbP system at iSSjim
6.1 Introduction.
With the advent of fluoride fibers and the prediction that the
absorption loss at 2.55|o.m is approximately an order of magnitude less than in 
the best silica fibers, interest has been stimulated into producing
semiconductor laser diodes which can emit at this wavelength.
An ideal laser should be temperature insensitive and have a low 
threshold carrier density. Unfortunately, in long wavelength lasers this is 
not the case, as found in the In Ga As P material system. Thel-x  X y  1-y
temperature sensitivity in this material system is attributed to the two
intrinsic temperature sensitive loss mechanisms, intervalence band absorption 
and Auger recombination, with both these effects becoming larger as the band
gap decreases and as it approaches the spin orbit energy gap in the valence 
band.
In this chapter we do a feasibility study, by using knowledge available in the literature,
to find out whether laser operation in the InAsSbP material system is possible. For a suitable
choice of laser structure we attempt to calculate the intervalence band absoiption loss, using
pseudopotential band structures (supplied by Mark Silver) and we also estimate the Auger loss
using Auger rate equations. From the literature concerning the LPE growth of the material
we choose a suitable active and cladding layer-for a laser structure and then calculate the 
threshold current and lasing wavelength as a function of temperature in the 
absence of any loss mechanisms to show how the lasers would operate. We then 
include the IVBA and Auger losses to confirm that operation at low
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temperatures is necessary for bulk lasers in this material system and that
essentially we have to consider strained layers if we want operation to occur
at these long wavelengths. We chose this material system as it gives a 
suitable change of band gap with composition for operation at 2.55|im, but
unfortunately there is also a large miscibility gap inherent in the growth of 
the material.
6.2. The m aterial considerations.
To grow a laser structure there are several important prerequisites.
1. The refractive index of the active region should be greater than the
cladding region.
2. There should be a large band gap difference between the active and barrier 
regions to prevent thermal loss over the heterobarrier.
3. The ratio of the band gap, E^to spin orbit gap, A should be large, or E  ^
should be less than A.
In the InAsSbP system we wish laser operation to occur at 2.55|im. The 
variation of band gap, lattice matched to InAs can be obtained by linear 
interpolation using Vegard’s law and the incorporation of bowing parameters
[6.1], (table. 1).
The variation of the band gap and spin orbit gap of InAs^P^Sb^  ^  ^ is
shown in figure (6.1). It can be seen that as the y content is increased the
spin orbit gap becomes comparable to the band gap, and at y = 0.93, E^ = A.
For laser operation to occur at 2.55[im the band gap must be less than 0.488
eV, this imposes the restriction that we must choose a composition with
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Table 1.
Bowing parameter (eV) 
Ternary C C
g
In(P,As) 0.28
In(P,Sb) 1.6 0.95
In(As,Sb) 0.58 1.2
A 
0.16
Bowing parameters used to calculate the band gap and spin orbit gap of 
the quaternary alloys.
InAaSbP
0.80
—  band gap Eg 
  dpln orbit gap
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00 1.00.60,60.40.20.0
Y composition
figure (6.1) The variation o f band gap (dashed line) and spin orbit gap 
(solid line) for InAs Sb P, lattice matched to InAs.y X l-x-y
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y  >  0 .6 .
We also require that the active layer material has a higher refractive
index than the cladding material. The refractive index as a function of 
photon energy is obtained from the Kramers-Kronig relations [6.1], and is
plotted as a function of y composition in figure (6.2). This shows that a
different y composition can be used for the cladding region of the laser
[6.1].
When considering small band gap materials it should be remembered that
the laser photon energy is not the same as the band gap energy, but depends
on the position of the peak gain in the gain spectrum which is in turn
dependent on the carrier density and hence absorption loss.
In a simple double heterostructure laser diode under forward bias, the
heterobarrier is due mainly to the difference in the band gaps of the active
and cladding layers and for our case we shall assume that the heterobarrier is
equal to AE .^ When we consider loss over the heterobarrier, it is found that
the leakage current [6.2], is given by:
D e N (p + n) 
j = —^ r j- p --------------- exp f F -AEg
where D is the diffusion constant for electrons, is the reduced density of states, p% the
active layer doping concentration, pg the p-type cladding layer doping concentration, L the
diffusion length and F the electron quasi Fermi level with respect to the conduction band edge.
From this expression we see that carrier leakage is exponentially
dependent on F-AE . Thus to reduce loss over the heterobarrier we want ag
large band gap difference.
If we consider the material is to be grown by organometallic VPE then
from the results of Fukui et al [6.3], we are limited in our cladding
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composition to y > 0.3 figure (6.3) as any other composition is immiscible.
This imposes a constraint on the cladding region composition where ideally we
would want y = 0. The possibility of using GalnAsSb as the cladding material 
was considered as an alternative. Unfortunately, the refractive index is
much larger in this material than in the InAsSbP system. This would have the 
disastrous effect of causing anti-guiding of the laser light. Alternatively, 
we could use AlGaAsSb, but this also has problems because the T-L, F-X
separation is small, which will cause carrier loss to the indirect satellite 
minima.
We therefore chose to consider InAsSbP as the cladding material and the
active region material, but with the restriction that we are outside the
miscibility gap for MOVPE growth and the refractive index difference is as
large as possible.
In the next section we shall consider the case where there are no
intrinsic loss mechanisms in the InAsSbP active region. This shows that when
there are no losses occurring, long wavelength laser diodes would have
extremely low threshold currents.
6.3. No loss case.
In the no loss case we have calculated the threshold current densities
and lasing wavelength for three different InAs^Sb^P^  ^^  active region
compositions.
The restrictions imposed on the device structure are that the active
region width is 0.25p,m and the length L is 300|Lim. We shall consider that the
laser diode is a simple double heterostructure and that the cladding material
is (y = 0.3).
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figure (6.2). This shows the refractive indices calculated from the
Kramers-Kronig relations, as a function of photon energy and composition.
The end o f the solid lines are the refractive indices at the band gap energy. Taken from Adachi [6.1]
InP
Iso  la ttice  
constant line
InAs' InSb
figure (6.3). Compositional diagram for InAsSbP
represents the lattice match for InAs substrate,
compositions that were grown. The hatched
alloy. The solid line
the solid circles the
region illustrates the
misicibility gap for MOVPE growth. Taken from Fukui el al [6.3]
T hreshold  cu rren t density vs Tem perature
Bg(300K) =0.455 cV Bg(300K)=0.474-  ^B£(300K)=0.42
Temperature (K)
figure (6.4). The variation o f threshold current for InAs^Sb P^   ^  ^ active
regions with y = 0.8, 0.7, 0.65, for purely parabolic bands, with no IVBA or 
Auger and loss over the heterobarrier current. This shows that when there 
are no loss mechanisms, at BOOK is very low for a 0.25pm active layer width DH laser.
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The effective masses were obtained by linear interpolation from the
constituent binary compounds, and the band gaps and refractive indices are 
obtained from figures (6.1) and (6.2).
The confinement factor was calculated from a three slab wave guide
approach and was approximately 0.5 for the three compositions considered.
The input parameters for the three active regions compositions are given
below.
6.3.1 Material parameters at room temperature.
The band gaps and effective masses are re-calculated at each temperature using k.p theory, 
a  = 20 cm'^ R = 0.3 L = 300|im T = 0.5 x  =  10'^  ^ s
^^ ^^ 0.8^ ^0.062^ 0.138
m = 0.028c E8 = 0.42 eV m = 0.142so ^  = 0.3 meV k  '
m = 0.433hh A == 0.317 n = 3.68
'^'^*0.7^^0.093^0.207
m = 0.032C Eg = 0.455 eV m = 0.14so ^  = 0.3 meV K '
m^  ^ = 0.449hh A = 0.283 n = 3.7
m = 0.034c Eg = 0.474 eV m = 0.14SO ^  = 0.3 meV K"'
m = 0.458hh A = 0.268 n = 3.7
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The results from the calculation are shown in figure (6.4) for purely 
parabolic energy bands. This shows that as the band gap decreases the
threshold current density decreases. For the composition with y = 0.8 the 
threshold current density at 300K is only 185 A/cm^ (N^  ^= 9 x lO^^cm'^), reducing to about
109 A W  at lOOK (N* = :! x lO'^cm").
The lasing wavelength variation is shown in figure (6.5). The lasing 
wavelength decreases as T decreases because of the change in the band gap.
This is due to the reduction in electron phonon interaction and the change in 
lattice dilation.
A simple estimation for the loss over the heterobarrier, showed that due
to the small band gap difference there was still a leakage current out of the
the active region, figure (6.6). It was estimated that D e /  L was
approximately 4 kAmps/cm^ for the equation given previously. To obtain this
figure a diffusion constant of 90 cmVs and a diffusion length of 4fim were
chosen. The large diffusion length is attributed to the much larger mobility 
in small band gap material. If we then let p  ^ (the cladding region) be doped 
to around 10^  ^cm'^ the leakage current is only about 250 Amps/cm^ for the
y = 0.8 composition. This is reduced significantly at lower temperatures.
We see clearly from these results that if there were no intrinsic loss
mechanisms long wavelength laser diodes would have extremely low threshold 
currents and high T^’s. Unfortunately, this is not the case. We therefore 
must consider the two strongly temperature and carrier dependent losses, 
intervalence band absorption and Auger recombination.
We have observed that in the InAs Sb P material system, that they X l-x-y
Spin orbit gap approaches the band gap as y tends to one. This causes large 
increases in the intervalence band absorption loss, such that larger 
threshold carrier densities are required to reach threshold. In the next
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Bg(30Q k )-a .474cV
figure (6.5). The variation o f lasing wavelength as a function of temperature 
for y = 0.8, 0.7, 0.65, for parabolic bands, with no IVBA or Auger loss.
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figure (6.6). The variation o f the loss over the heterobarrier ciurent vs 
temperature for y = 0.8 composition.
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section we shall review the effect of IVBA in this material system and 
calculate some loss coefficients.
6,4. Introduction of loss mechanisms.
6.4.1. Intervalence band absorption.
From chapter 2, it has been shown that the intervalence band absorption 
loss is dependent on the carrier density, the heavy-hole valence band
structure and the dipole moment matrix element between the bands. The IVBA
is then given by the following expression.
„(„) = /E “ 8e n
where |M |^ is the overlap of the wave functions for the optical transition 
between the spin orbit and heavy-hole band*
To evaluate the optical matrix element (dipole moment), at large k values where the
IVBA transition takes place, we can not easily use k.p theory. Instead we prefer to use more
complex band structure methods such as pseudo potential band stmctures [2.12]
The band structures of the binary compounds are calculated using an
empirical pseudo potential method (E.P.M) [6.6] . The valence band structure 
in the three symmetry directions is obtained at various points in the
proximity of the zone centre, up to about 20% of the Brillouin zone. The
dipole moment matrix elements are also obtained for the interaction of the
heavy-hole and spin-split off bands for an optical transition.
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To obtain the matrix elements for the quaternary materials, we simply 
linear arly interpolated between the matrix elements of the binary compounds 
because the bond length d is inversely proportional to the overlap of the 
wave functions, ie:
IMI = <(|) 1V|(|).> a  - L' ' momenlum i ' ' j Q
To simplify the calculation of the intervalence band absorption loss we 
used a uniaxial approximation, where the valence band structure is considered 
rotationally symmetric about one axis in k-space. This simplifies the
calculation of the hole quasi-Fermi level and allows us to choose the 
direction in k-space which gives the largest intervalence band absorption 
loss. In this approach we assumed that the average dipole matrix element is 
given by a weighted average of the three symmetry directions:
I’^ lav = + y l’a ïo li + ^ I’^ l m
Where x, y and z are proportional to the number of possible equivalent 
crystallographic directions ie, (6:12:8) normalised to one. The variation of 
the average matrix element for different y compositions is shown in figure
(6.7). This indicates that as we decrease the As content, the matrix element
is reduced at fixed k values, thus reducing the strength of the optical 
transition. We also find that as the spin orbit gap is decreased, the point 
of re-absorption is pushed further out in k-space, again reducing the
intervalence band absorption loss.
The intervalence band absorption was calculated assuming the heavy-hole
valence band structure of the (0,0,1) direction, together with the average 
matrix elements, for a threshold carrier density of 1 x 10^  ^ cm'^.
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Fraction of the Brillouin zone
figure (6.7) The squared matrix element iMp for the heavy-hole spin orbit tiansition as a 
fraction of the Brillouin zone, for y = 0.8, 0.65, 0.3.
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figure (6.8). The variation o f intervalence band absorption at 300K in 
InAs^gSb^ 125^0275  ^ function o f carrier density.
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The IVBA loss for InAs„ Sb P is shown in figure (6.8) as a0.6 0.125 0.2/5
function of carrier density. The results show that IVBA is linearly dependent on 
the carrier density. This can simply be written as:
Where is the absorption loss calculated at a carrier density of
10^  ^ cm'^ using the pseudo potential band structures.
The variation of the IVBA for a constant carrier density of 10^  ^ is also
plotted as a function of temperature in figure (6.9). This shows that the
intervalence band absorption is effectively eliminated below a temperature of 
150K for 2.55|0,m operation in this band structure.
A point of interest is that the intervalence band absorption which is
dependent on f^  (the hole occupation factor), increases as T decreases when
we are within an energy range of 25meV of the valence band edge, figure
(6.10). This indicates that in some materials where A is comparable to E ,^
the IVBA can increase as T decreases.
The ’worst case’ of intervalence band absorption, for various 
compositions of InAs^Sb^P^^^ are shown in figure (6.11) and given in table
(6.2) for a threshold carrier density of 1 x 10^  ^ cm'^. This shows clearly
that as we decrease the As content of the quaternary material, the IVBA
decreases very considerably at the wavelength 2.55p.m. However for
compositions with y less than 0.6, the band gap becomes too large for
operation at 2.55pm to occur.
In the next section we consider the non-radiative contribution of the
Auger recombination.
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Figure (6.9). Intervalence band absorption as a function of temperature in
InAs, Sb0.6 0.125 0.275 at a fixed carrier density of 1 x 10 cm' .^
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figure (6.10) Variation o f the hole distribution in the heavy-hole valence
band as a function o f temperature at a constant carrier density o f 10‘®cm*^ . w.r.t the valence band edge.
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figure (6.11), The dashed line represents the variation of intervalence band
absorption loss at a wavelength of 2.55|im, calculated from pseudo potential 
bandstructures for various compositions of InAs Sb P lattice matched toy  X l-x-y
InAs. The solid line represents the IVBA loss at the band gap wavelength, at a temperature of 300K.
Table 2.
composition Band gap Spin orbit a  (E ) a (2.55p.m)
y (eV ) (eV) cm'* cm'*
0.8 0.42 0.317 725 264
0.7 0.455 0.283 271 159
0.65 0.474 0.268 155 127
2.55p.m - -
0.6 0.493 0.254 93 104
0.5 0.533 0.23 34 74
0.4 0.575 0.209 12 57
Variation of IVBA loss at the band gap wavelength and at 
different y compositions o f InAs^Sb P^   ^^/InAs.
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6.4.2. Auger recombination.
As shown previously in chapter 2 the Auger rate in bulk material is 
given by:
i m j  h
where the |M |’s are the overlap integrals for the transitions, is the
threshold wave vector, P refers to summation over the possible spin states, 
is the threshold carrier density and E, the activation energy is a function of the 
effective masses and the energy gaps. The Auger loss is very temperature
dependent and is governed by the exponential term.
We can see from the above expression that the Auger rate is directly
proportional to the carrier density cubed. This allows us to calculate a more 
useful quantity, the Auger coefficient, which, when multiplied by the carrier
density cubed, gives us the non-radiative rate, ie:
In small band gap materials the CHSH process dominates over the other 
Auger transitions with the activation energy tending to zero as A
approaches E^, ie:
Eg = mso (E„-A)
We shall assume that the temperature dependence of the Auger coefficient is 
governed by the CHSH process. To obtain the Auger coefficient we need to
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reduce the above expression to a simpler form and calculate the overlap
integrals.
We found that when values for the effective masses and energy gaps of 
In Ga As P compositions were substituted into the analytic expressionl-x  X y 1-y ^
for the Auger coefficient, the term
32 p
i  4  n  e y  k l
was approximately constant for both different materials and their respective 
Auger coefficients [6.8]. We could thus reduce the expression to a simpler 
form. Auger coefficients for long wavelength material were then estimated by 
putting the new energy gaps and effective masses of the InAsSbP material into 
the equation.
The temperature dependence of the Auger loss is given by the exponential 
dependence of the threshold energy term. The Auger coefficient for 2.55pm 
material was found to be approximately:
C = 2 X 10'^  ^ cm^/sp
The results using the calculated loss values will be given in the next 
section.
6.5. The effect of temperature on InAsSbP active region lasers when the 
intrinsic loss mechanisms are included.
The laser diode we considered was a simple double heterostructure with 
InAs^^Sb^P as the cladding material and InA sSbP, as the active0.3 0.22 0.48 ® y X l-x-y
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region with different y values lattice matched to InAs. The other main 
criteria were that the length of the device should be 300pm and that the 
active region width should be 0.25pm.
The confinement factor was calculated from a three slab wave guide 
approach and was approximately 0.5 for the three active region compositions.
We introduced non-parabolicity of the conduction band into the
calculation by using the relationship:
E(k) = ( 1 - Y k" )
where y  is set equal to zero or 2 x 10"^  ^ m^ in our calculations.
The main effect of a non-parabolic conduction band is to increase the 
carrier density, by preventing the electron quasi Fermi level from increasing
too sharply with the increase in the density of states.
6.5.1. Threshold cu rre n t.
The InAs^Sb^Pj  ^  ^ active region compositions were y = 0.8, 0.7 and
0.65. The threshold current densities were calculated as a function of
temperature assuming the intervalence band absorption losses (at a wavelength
of 2.55pm, and with the refractive index at the band edge), obtained from the
pseudo potential calculations for the quaternary materials. An Auger 
coefficient of 2 x 10'^  ^ cmVs was also used. When doing this, it must be
remembered that the IVBA loss in the smaller band gap material is much larger
at the band gap wavelength than at the 2.55pm value used.
The variation of threshold current density for purely parabolic band
structures is shown in figure (6.12). This shows clearly that at around
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figure (6.12), Variation o f threshold current density as a function of
temperature for y = 0.8, 0.7, 0.65, including intervalence band absorption
losses at 2.55p,m, and an Auger coefficient o f 2% 10'^ ® cmVs. for an active region widUi of 0.25pm.
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figure (6.13) The variation of threshold current density with temperature for 
InASo.jSbo.o«2?Po.i38 0.25pm width active region, for no IVBA and Auger (solid line) and then 
including IVBA (285 cm ' per 10'* carriers at 300K) and an Auger coefficient of 2 x 10' ^®cmVs.
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150K, the Auger recombination and intervalence band absorption losses are 
virtually eliminated in this material system. The threshold current
densities are then similar to the loss less case below this temperature.
It was found that for the active region with a band gap of 0.42 eV, the 
room temperature threshold current density could not be estimated. This was
because the intervalence band absorption loss was too great at 300K for
laser oscillation to occur.
To show the effect of non-parabolicity of the conduction band, we have
calculated the threshold current vs temperature for the y = 0.8 composition
figure (6.13). The main effect we observe is that the threshold current 
density has increased compared to the parabolic case. The threshold current 
density at 300K being 185 Amps/cm^ and 195 Amps/cm^ for the parabolic and 
non-parabolic cases respectively. The reasons for the threshold current 
density increasing are twofold. The first is the movement of the electron
quasi Fermi level closer to the band edge because of the increase in the 
density of states. The second is the reduction in the value of the peak gain
of the gain spectrum. Both these effects cause an increase in the carrier 
density, as more carriers are required to reach the same quasi Fermi level
seperation, forcing the threshold current to increase.
6.5.2. Loss over the H eterobarrie r,
From the gain calculations we can also obtain the electron and hole
quasi Fermi level positions. These can then be used to quantify the loss
over the heterobarrier.
Earlier we observed that the thermal loss over the barrier was
proportional to:
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exp((F- AE^ , )/kbT)
Thus, by decreasing T and F (the quasi Fermi level), we can reduce the loss
considerably. For the hole quasi Fermi level, F is always negative. This 
implies that loss over the heterobarrier is unimportant for holes. For
conduction band electrons the reverse is true, ie loss over the barrier can
be important.
6.5.3. Parabolic vs non-parabolic.
The variation of the conduction band quasi Fermi level is shown in
figure (6.14) for y = 0.8, 0.7, where the gain required is that only needed
to overcome the mirror and external losses. From this we observe that the
non-parabolic case has a larger conduction band quasi Fermi level compared to 
the parabolic case. One might initially consider this unusual, as the
density of states has increased and we would therefore expect F to be
smaller. Unfortunately this is not the whole story. One also must consider
the peak gain from the gain spectrum as pointed out earlier. The peak gain 
of the gain spectrum is reduced when non parabolicity is included, which 
actually forces F to increase since a greater carrier density is required for
the same amount of gain.
6.5.4. T em perature.
The loss over the heterobarrier is dominated by the exponential
dependence of the quasi Fermi level and by the band gap difference. From 
exp ((F-AE^)/kT), we see that the loss can be reduced significantly by
reducing the temperature. To illustrate this point we have calculated the
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exponential dependence for y = 0.8, 0.7 active region compositions for the
loss less case, with their band gap differences of 192 meV and 156 meV 
respectively, figure (6.15), We see from this that the non-parabolic 
conduction band has a proportionally larger loss over the heterobarrier 
compared to the parabolic case. When we then compare the two active region 
compositions, we find that the smaller band gap difference has an even more
pronounced effect on the loss over the heterobarrier
6.5.5. Intervalence band absorption.
The conduction band quasi Fermi level is further increased when we 
include the large intervalence band absorption loss. This has the disastrous
effect of pushing the quasi Fermi level above the heterobarrier for both the 
active region compositions considered. Thus large leakage currents are a 
dominant feature at room temperature. We see therefore that low temperature
operation is essential.
6.5.6. Lasing wavelength.
The variation of lasing wavelength is plotted as a function of
temperature in figure (6.16). This shows that the lasing wavelength for the
three different active regions, stays below 2.5ji.m over most of the 
temperature range when IVBA losses are included. This is not too unusual if
we consider that the large intervalence band absorption loss has the effect
of increasing the threshold carrier density enormously at room temperature in 
order to reach threshold. Thus it forces the peak of the gain spectrum to 
shift to quite high energies above the band edge. Then, as the temperature
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figure (6.14). The variation of conduction band quasi Fermi level for y = 0.8 
and 0.7, with no intervalence band absorption loss, with parabolic and 
non-parabolic conduction bands, w.r.t the conduction band edge.
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figure (6.15). The variation of conduction band quasi Fermi level with 
temperature when intervalence band absorption losses are included.
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decreases, the IVBA is reduced, shifting the gain peak closer to the band 
edge, while at the same time the band gap is increasing due to the reduction
in the electron phonon interaction and the change in lattice constant.
The difference in the rate of change of the lasing wavelength including 
and not including intervalence band absorption is most clearly shown when we 
compare figures (6.5) and (6.16). Only one of our active region compositions 
lases above 2.5p,m, and this is only around a temperature of 150K. We see 
then, that intervalence band absorption can thus play an important role in
defining the position of the main lasing mode.
From these results we can see that a practical laser diode operating
close to 2.55p.m could only really work effectively if it was cooled to
sufficiently low temperatures.
6.6. Sum m ary and Conclusions,
We have surveyed the material system InAsSbP lattice matched to InAs to 
see whether a practical DH laser could be grown and operate at 2.55|im. There 
are several problems with growth. The main one is the existence of a 
miscibility gap for the phosphide and antimony rich compositions. This is 
most pronounced in LPE growth. The use of MOCVD showed that good lattice 
matched material could be grown up to y = 0.3 [6.2].
To obtain good electrical and optical confinement we considered 
alternative cladding layers such as GalnAsSb and AlGaAsSb. It was found that 
either the refractive indices were too large or there would be loss to higher 
lying conduction band minima. We deduced that only a different composition 
of InAs^Sb^P^  ^  ^ would be appropriate, preferably with y = 0.
To estimate whether the laser will lase and at what wavelength, we
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figure (6.16) The variation of lasing wavelength vs temperature for Y = 0.8, 0.7, 0.65 
including IVBA losses of 285, 159 and 127 cm"^  per 10^  ^ cariier^at 300K and 2.55pm.
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calculated the intervalence band absorption loss, from pseudo potential band
structures for a range of alloy composition, and estimated the Auger loss
considering Auger rate expressions. Three active region materials were 
chosen, with a suitable cladding layer, which would hopefully lase at the 
required wavelength. We then proceeded to calculate the threshold current
density and lasing wavelengths as a function of temperature.
The worst case scenario for one of the active region materials showed 
that it would not lase at room temperature.
The calculated lasing wavelengths stayed below 2.5pm over most of the
temperature range when intervalence band absorption was included. This was
due to the IVBA having the unfortunate effect of pushing the lasing
wavelength well above the band gap. Only one active region composition 
(y = 0.8) lased above 2.5pm and this was at a wavelength of 2.53pm, but only
when the temperature was close to 150K.
Band shrinkage effects were not included, although these would play an
important role by reducing the band gap due to screening effects introduced
by the large number of carriers. This would have the desirable effect of
pushing the lasing wavelength closer to 2.55pm.
It was found that loss over the heterobarrier became important for room
temperature operation when intervalence band absorption losses were included.
The calculated electron quasi Fermi levels were greater than the
heterobarrier at 300K, indicating that there would be large leakage currents
present.
Non-parabolicity of the conduction band was found to increase the 
electron quasi Fermi level above the band edge, increasing loss over the
heterobarrier. The increase in F  ^ was explained by the change in the density
of states and the reduction in the value of the peak gain of the gain
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spectrum. At low temperatures we observed that loss over the heterobarrier 
is eliminated.
In conclusion, we find that low temperature operation becomes necessary 
for laser oscillation to occur close to 2.55pm, in a bulk DH laser with an 
InAs Sb P active region latticed matched to InAs. It is thereforey X 1-x-y ®
essential to consider strained-layer lasers in the design of a semiconductor 
laser to operate at these longer wavelength, as strain reduces the intrinsic 
losses in the active region of a semiconductor laser.
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CHAPTER 7.
Thermal loss to higher lying conduction band minima 
7.1. Introduction.
The higher-lying satellite conduction minima can play an important role
in the design and operation of short wavelength devices. For instance, in
the AlGaAs/GaAs material system as the aluminium content increases, the
material becomes indirect. This has been shown to directly affect the 
threshold current and temperature sensitivity of GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well
lasers [7.1]. The thermal excitation of carriers to the indirect satellite
minima is found to dramatically increase the threshold current when applying
increasing hydrostatic pressure. The role of the satellite valleys explains
the observed characteristic temperature of approximately 150K in short wavelength
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well lasers.
In this chapter we shall study the effect of thermal excitation to the
satellite valleys on the operating efficiency of AlGaAs/GaAs light emitting
diodes. We shall show that transfer to the indirect conduction band
satellite minima followed by non-radiative recombination causes the decrease
in external efficiency. This conclusion was reached by looking at the
operating efficiency of Al^Ga^ ^As/GaAs LEDs as a function of hydrostatic
pressure and composition.
Hydrostatic pressure increases the T, X and L conduction band gaps by
approximately +10meV/kbar, -1 meV/kbar and +4 meV/kbar with respect to the T
valence band maximum. The change in the band structure of the AlGaAs/GaAs
devices as we apply hydrostatic pressure can thus be used to simulate the
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change of composition. This is achieved as the F-X and F-L energy gaps will 
decrease with increasing pressure. To model this we used an effective mass 
approximation and considered that the three conduction bands are parabolas. 
We thus obtain quite good agreement by considering that thermal excitation to 
the satellite conduction minima is the only loss.
7.2 Device model.
To model the operating efficiency of the LEDs we must find the number of 
carriers in each conduction band for a certain drive current corresponding to 
a carrier density, n^^  ^ and relate this to the external efficiency. The 
external efficiency is defined as shown previously by:
n = Rrad +  Rnon-rad
where Rrad is the radiative rate and Rnon-rad the non-radiative rate.
If we consider that the conduction bands are three parabolas defined by 
the three effective masses m^ m ^  and m^ we can then find a quasi Fermi level 
F  ^ for the three conduction bands at a given input carrier density, n^ ^^  
which is taken to be approximately 1 x lO^^cm' .^ Once we have determined the 
number of carriers in each band, i.e. n^, n ^  and n^ ,^ they can be used to 
determine the external efficiency for a composition x, by using the equation:
w .,) _ ® " r  + " t o t )
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le:
A  Trad V'
^ B n r ( N ° l  n , „ J  ) ~ (  p  ( ^4-  J [ Tnon-rad J
where A is the non-radiative rate constant, B is the radiative recombination
coefficient which is typically 1-2 x lO'^^cm^s, (both are assumed to be
independent of n^^^, and the acceptor concentration.
To model the efficiency as a function of hydrostatic pressure we need
simply to change the T-X and T-L energy separations with respect to the T
conduction band minimum by their respective pressure coefficients. As the
satellite valleys have much larger effective masses than the F conduction
band and hence much larger density of states, the carriers will tend to
populate these bands in preference to the F conduction band as the AE^, AEp
separations approach zero.
7.3. Device s tru c tu re .
The devices tested were supplied by Ian Taylor and A.Mosely of Plessey. These 
devices were surface emitting AlGaAs LEDs grown by MOCVD.
The devices were bonded chips on transistor headers and with dimensions of 
approximately 400|im by 500p.m. The devices were grown on p^ GaAs substrates.
The A1 Ga  ^^As active layer was p^ doped with zinc to a concentration of
lO^^cm'  ^ and sandwiched between n  ^ and p^ Al^^Ga^^As cladding layers doped
with sulphur and zinc to concentrations of approximately lO^^cm' ,^ On top of
this there was a GaAs capping layer on to which a gold wire was bonded. The
devices could be driven CW or pulsed.
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7.4. Material parameters.
The material parameters for the Al^Ga  ^^As material system have been 
well studied [7.2] and are given as a function of x composition below;
Compositional dependence of conduction band masses.
mp = 0.067 + 0.083x m ^ = 0.85 - 0.14x m^ = 0.56 + O.lx
Compositional dependence of conduction band gaps.
E (n = 1.425 + 1.155% + 0.37x^g
E (X) = 1.911 + 0.005X + 0.245x^
E (L) = 1.734 + 0.574X + 0.055x^
7.5. Results of com positional variation.
The PL efficiency of several devices of different composition and emission wavelength
were measured by Ian Taylor of Plessey. These results were supplied to us and are plotted 
normalised in figure (7.5.1) > From the figure we see that as
the active region compositions increase above x = 0.2, the efficiency begins
to drop off quite dramatically. We believe this is due to the thermal
excitation of carriers to the satellite minima. To understand this we can
compare the efficiency with the variation of the conduction band energy gaps.
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figure (7.5.1) Variation of normalised PL efficiency with wavelength and composition for 
AlGaAs LEDs. The solid Une is the fit for A = 10® /s and B = 10 '“cmVs, the dotted line is 
the fit for A = 10’ /s and B = 10"“cmVs.
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figure (7.5.2) change in band gap energy of the F, X and L conduction bands 
as a function of composition indicating the material becomes indirect at 
X > 0.4.
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These are plotted in figure (7.5.2). If we compare figures (7.5.1) and
(7.5.2) we find that the material becomes indirect at a composition of
approximately 0.4 or a wavelength of 630nm, which is the point at which the 
diodes no longer emit.
The results of the normalised efficiency for an input carrier density of 
1 X lO^^cm' ,^ assuming the equation in section (7.2), are shown in figure
(7.5.1) for two different radiative and non-radiative coefficients. The
solid line represents the fit assuming B = 1 x 10'^°cmVs and A = lOVs and
the dashed line is for B = 1 x lO'^^cmVs and A = 10 /^s. From this we find 
that the change in efficiency can be estimated with this model and to a good
approximation assuming the radiative recombination coefficient is approximately lO'^^cmVs
and the non-radiative rate A >10Vs
Let us now go on to confirm our conclusions further by studying the
pressure dependence of one of these LEDs.
7.6. P ressure dependence of AlGaAs/GaAs LED.
The Alp^Ga^^As/GaAs LED emitted at a wavelength of 670nm and was 
tested in the piston and cylinder pressure system. The external efficiency
was observed to drop to approximately 10% to 20% of its initial value in 
7kbar and this is believed to be due to thermal excitation of carriers to the
X and L conduction band minima. The spontaneously emitted light was detected 
by a silicon detector with a built-in two stage transistor amplifier. No 
absorption lines were detected in the castor oil over the operating
wavelength range. The normalised efficiency is plotted as a function of 
pressure in figure (7.6.1) and wavelength in figure (7.6.2). To obtain the 
spontaneous emission wavelength change with pressure we used the measured
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figure (7.6.1) Normalised efficiency vs pressure for A1 Ga As LED^ 0.3 0.7
operating at 670nm. The solid and dashed lines represent the fits assuming 
B = lO'^^cmVs and A = lOVs, and B = 10'^°craVs and A = 107s respectively.
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figure (7.6.2) Efficiency vs wavelength for the Al^^Ga^^As LED over the
pressure range l-7kbar. The solid line and dotted lines are the fits
assuming the values for A and B in the previous figure.
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direct band gap pressure coefficient of 9.9meV/kbar [7.3] for Al^^Ga^^As,
which corresponds to a wavelength pressure coefficient of approximately 
3.5nm/kbar and assumed that the pressure coefficents of the X and L minima 
are -1.5 meV/kbar and +5.5 meV/kbar.
The T-X, T-L energy separations are approximately 130meV and llOmeV at
this composition respectively, indicating that above llkbar the material
should become indirect. We calculated the change in efficiency with pressure
for this composition assuming the radiative recombination coefficient and 
non-radiative rates, B and A were the same as in section (7.5) and these are
shown by the solid and dotted lines in figure (7.6.1) respectively. From the
figure we find that we obtain good agreement between experiment and theory 
supporting our conclusion that thermal excitation to the higher lying X and 
L conduction minima reduces the efficiency in A1 Ga As LEDs as theX 1-x
composition approaches x = 0.4.
7.7. Summary and conclusions.
We have studied the PL efficiency of AlGaAs/GaAs LEDs as a function of
composition and hydrostatic pressure. The external efficiency is found to 
begin to decrease sharply when the aluminium content increases above x = 0.2.
We have modelled this in terms of thermal excitation to the indirect X and L 
satellite minima followed by non-radiative recombination, as the T-X and T-L
separations decrease with increasing composition and obtain good agreement. 
We find that the efficiency can be expressed by a simple relation with the
radiative recombination coefficient being assumed as approximately 10’^® cm Vs and the non-
radiative rates being found to be greater than lOVs.
To further prove that thermal excitation to the satellite minima
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followed by non-radiative recombination governs the efficiency, we used
hydrostatic pressure to reduce the F-X and F-L separations for an
AL^Ga ^As/GaAs LED. We observed that the efficiency decreased quite0.3 0.7
dramatically over an 8kbar pressure range falling to 10-20% of its initial
value. We again modelled this in terms of thermal excitation to the X and L
conduction minima using the radiative recombination coefficient and 
non-radiative rates necessary to fit the change with composition and obtained 
good agreement between experiment and theory.
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CHAPTER 8
Summary and conclusions
In this thesis we have investigated the pressure and temperature
dependence of strained and unstrained III-V semiconductor light emitting 
devices.
Our initial work concentrated on unstrained multiple quantum well laser 
diodes operating close to 1.55|im. It was found that as hydrostatic pressure
was applied to the laser diodes the threshold current decreased and the
external differential efficiency increased. The changes observed were
similar to those previously found in bulk DH long wavelength laser diodes
operating at the same wavelength. This shows that in unstrained quantum well
lasers intervalence band absorption and Auger recombination still dominate 
the room temperature operating efficiency of the lasers.
To study whether excitation out of the quantum well or leakage over the 
heterobarrier played a dominant role in the devices, we tested devices with a
different barrier material of larger band gap. This was found to have 
negligible affect on the laser characteristics as we applied hydrostatic
pressure implying that excitation out of the quantum well or loss over the
heterobarrier was not the dominant form of loss in these lasers. We then
proceeded to model the device characteristics as a function of pressure and
temperature using effective mass theory. It was found that good agreement
could be obtained between experiment and theory, by applying a 2-D Auger 
conversion factor to previously calculated 3-D Auger coefficients of 
approximately 10 ± 2 x lO'^^cm^/s, together with a 2-D intervalence band
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absorption loss. This agreement suggested that going to a 2-D electron gas 
had not reduced the absolute value of the loss mechanisms in these lasers, 
explaining the continued strong temperature sensitivity and low T o values.
We then proceeded to investigate the effect of compressive strain on
long wavelength laser diodes where the change in the bandstructure has been
predicted to enhance their performance. The devices we tested were 1.8%
strained In^^Ga^^As/InGaAsP MQW lasers diodes. It was found that as we
applied hydrostatic pressure the threshold cunent decreased less than in the 
bulk and quantum well lasers, indicating a reduction in the non-radiative 
loss mechanisms. The external differential efficiency was found to be 
pressure independent in the strained-layer laser, indicating the removal of 
intervalence band absorption from the strained-layer active region. We again
modelled this using effective mass theory, assuming the band structure was in
the large strain regime and found that good agreement could be obtained. The
strong temperature sensitivity of the threshold current was attributed to the 
non-radiative Auger coefficient changing much more rapidly with temperature, 
because of the increase in activation energy with compressive strain. We
then attempted a preliminary high pressure/low temperature run on a bulk 
1.55p.m InGaAsP DH laser diode. The results from this showed that as the
temperature decreased to 250K and hydrostatic pressure was applied the
variation of threshold current and efficiency was reduced. This showed that 
the intrinsic loss mechanisms were reduced with temperature and were
responsible for the low room temperature T o values.
Following these results, we modelled the laser characteristics of a 
device structure based on the InAsSbP/InAs material system for laser
operation at 2.55|U,m. Initially we calculated the variation of the threshold 
current and lasing wavelength as a function of temperature for three active
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region compositions without including the loss mechanisms. We then
calculated the intervalence band absorption loss as a function of wavelength 
for this material using pseudo potential bandstructures and calculated the
Auger loss using Auger rate equations. It was found that when these losses
were included a device needed to be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures to 
operate successfully. This study suggested that if we want lasers to operate 
at this wavelength we should use strained layers.
Finally we investigated the role of the higher lying satellite minima in 
short wavelength Al^Ga  ^^As LEDs. We initally looked at the external
efficiency as a function of composition and found that it decreased as the
the aluminium content increased and the material became indirect. This was 
attributed to thermal excitation to the higher lying conduction band minima, 
followed by non-radiative recombination. To further show that this was the 
case, we tested a sample of 30% aluminium content up to a pressure of 8kbar.
The reduction in external efficiency that was observed showed that as the 
F-X, F-L seperations were decreased with increasing hydrostatic pressure,
carriers were thermally excited to the X and L minima and then recombined
non-radiatively. We modelled this assuming that the F, X and L conduction 
band minima were three parabolas defined by their respective effective masses
and that the efficiency was related to the number of carriers remaining in
the F conduction band. We found that good agreement could be obtained by
assuming that the only form of loss was thermal excitation to the indirect
minima followed by subsequent non-radiative recombination.
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